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Suostutteleva teknologia on ihmiskeskeisen teknologian osa-alue, jonka tarkoi-
tus on muokata käyttäjän asennetta tai käytöstä teknologian avulla. Suostutte-
levaan teknologiaan liittyy runsaasti muita aihealueita ihmiskeskeisestä tekno-
logiasta, kuten käyttäjäkokemus, joka on suuressa osassa onnistuneessa suos-
tuttelevassa järjestelmässä. Suostutteleva teknologia on erityisesti läsnä tervey-
teen liittyvissä sovelluksissa, jotka pyrkivät kannustamaan ja lisäämää käyttäjän 
motivaatiota. Tämä on mahdollista esimerkiksi sisällyttämällä järjestelmään so-
siaaliseen kanssakäymiseen liittyviä ominaisuuksia. 
 
Järjestelmäriippumaton suunnittelu helpottaa yksittäisen järjestelmän toteutusta 
usealle eri käyttöjärjestelmälle. Teoreettista taustaa järjestelmäriippumattomas-
ta suunnittelusta voidaan hyödyntää käyttäjäkokemukseen ja teknisiin ratkaisui-
hin liittyvissä ongelmissa. Positiivinen järjestelmäriippumaton käyttäjäkokemus 
sisältää yhtenäisen käyttäjäkokemuksen järjestelmäosasta riippumatta. Tämä 
on mahdollista saavuttaa huomioimalla järjestelmäriippumattoman suunnittelun 
erityispiirteet ja pyrkimällä yhtenäiseen järjestelmämalliin. Teknisessä ratkai-
sussa tulee huomioida miten järjestelmä olisi mahdollista toteuttaa eri alustoille 
tehokkaasti, miten järjestelmän komponentit ovat yhteydessä toisiinsa ja miten 
järjestelmää olisi hyvä ylläpitää. 
 
Tässä diplomityössä esitellään teoreettinen tausta sekä suostuttelevalle tekno-
logialle että järjestelmäriippumattomalle suunnittelulle. Tässä työssä pyritään 
tutkimaan ja testaamaan esiteltyjä teoreettisia viitekehyksiä suostuttelevan jär-
jestelmäriippumattoman järjestelmän kehityksessä. Fysioterapeuttinen proto-
tyyppi suunniteltiin ja toteutettiin hyödyntäen esiteltävää teoreettista taustaa. 
Prototyypin toteutuksesta arvioitiin miten hyvin se täytti sille halutut ominaispiir-
teet ja ominaisuudet, sekä miten toteutettua prototyyppiä olisi mahdollista jatko-
kehittää. Lisäksi toteutuksessa hyödynnettyjen teoreettisten viitekehysten oleel-
lisuudesta ja koetusta hyödystä keskusteltiin toteutuksen perusteella. 
 
Toteutetulle prototyypille ei tehty käyttäjätestausta sen tarkoituksenmukaisuu-
desta tai miten hyvin valitut sekä toteutetut suostuttelevat menetelmät sopivat 
järjestelmään. Kuitenkin, valituista teoreettisista viitekehyksistä oli selkeää hyö-
tyä prototyypin kehityksessä, ja ne erityisesti suoraviivaistivat ja helpottivat pro-
totyypin toteutusta.  
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ABSTRACT 
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KÄRPIJOKI JYRI: Persuasive technology in cross-platform systems 
Master of Science Thesis, 77 pages, 25 Appendix pages 
May 2014 
Major: UX 
Examiner: Kaisa Väänänen-Vainio-Mattila 
Keywords: Persuasive technology, Cross Platform Design, UX, Mobile System, 
Pervasive Technology  
 
Persuasive technology is a branch of human-centered science, which aims to 
modify user’s attitude or behaviour with help of technology. Persuasive technol-
ogy is related to vast amount of other topics from human-centered science, 
such as user experience which plays a major part in successful persuasion. 
Considerations of suited methods to achieve wanted persuasion is essential in 
persuasive technology and the consequences of the used methods on the user. 
Persuasive technology is especially present in health-related systems, which 
aims to improve the users’ physical health. This can be done with various meth-
ods, such as by including social efficacy features to the system. 
 
Cross-platform design is the answer for designing application for various plat-
forms. Theoretical background of cross-platform design can be used to solve 
user experience and technical issues. Positive cross-platform user experience 
has positive coherent user experience regardless of the used system compo-
nent. Positive coherent user experience can be reached by considering the 
specific characteristics of cross-platform systems and by aiming for coherent 
system design. Technical issues include how the implementation could be done 
efficiently, how the components of the system are connected to each other and 
how the system could be maintained. 
 
This thesis represents theoretical background for both of these presented sub-
jects. This thesis aims to explore and test the introduced theoretical frameworks 
for designing cross-platform persuasive system. By using this theoretical back-
ground, a prototype for physiotherapy was redesigned and implemented. The 
prototype’s implementation was evaluated: how well it fulfilled its defined goals 
and how the prototype could be developed further. Additionally the relevancy in 
the development process of used theoretical frameworks and models will be 
discussed. 
 
User studies for the prototype were not conducted in order to study how well the 
prototype suited for its purpose and context of use, or how effective and suited 
the selected persuasive system characteristics were for the system. However, 
the selected approaches for the design process including Model-Driven Devel-
opment and Persuasive System Design model were found suited for this partic-
ular development of a prototype.  
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PREFACE 

 

 

The development of the  prototype in case study started in the fall of 2013. The concept 

of the system originally was designed by Hanna-Mari Nevala for her thesis “User Expe-

rience of Mobile Service for Physiotherapy: Case FysiApp” in Lapland University of 

Applied Science. The concept and its content was then reformed and developed to this 

seen form by Hanna-Mari Nevala and Mikko Luukkanen. The system content includes 

over 150 specific exercise instructions and over 400 instruction images.  

 

According to the concept I implemented an early version of the prototype, which in-

cluded the most essential technical functionalities. After I started writing this Master’s 

Thesis in the spring of 2014, I reformed the prototype to include the desired functionali-

ties from persuasive technology and Model Driven Development was used to ease the 

cross-platform adaption for the implementation. Mikko Luukkanen is developing proto-

type from the presented form further and aims to study the benefits of the proposed con-

cept in his Master’s Thesis: “Using mobile services to improve pilot fighter’s physical 

health” in National Defence University.  

 

I would like to thank Kaisa Väänänen-Vainio-Mattila for supervising and examining my 

work. Additionally, for helping me in defining the structure of this thesis and for all the 

helpful pointers. I also appreciate all the comments and suggestions from friends who I 

asked to proofread this thesis. Lastly, I would like to thank various people for testing the 

developed prototypes and providing me essential feedback according to their experienc-

es.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Since the invention of modern day computers, developers have searched new ways to 

utilize them for various tasks. Computers have been proved to be a powerful tool for 

managing massive amounts of information and they have been utilized for various inter-

action methods for their users. Additionally, ubiquitous computing has become to a ma-

jor factor in people’s daily lives. 

 

Unlike physical tools, computers have various ways for the users to be utilized and 

computers additionally provide feedback for the users. This gives rise to the field of 

human-computer interaction, which includes studying and developing the interaction 

between the users and computers. There are vast amount of commonly recognized theo-

ries of user behavior through the system’s life-cycle and for designing the system’s user 

interface. But, the behavior and attitudes of users cannot be exactly determined when 

they are adapting a new system in use.  

 

The purpose of this thesis is to introduce and discuss methods of changing user behavior 

and attitude to a wanted direction by using persuasive technology. The object of persua-

sive technology is to change user behavior and attitude by using human-computer inter-

action. For persuasive technology to be successful and fulfill its intent, there are a few 

substantial problems before implementing such a system. How the user behavior or atti-

tude can be changed, if their exact behavior or attitude cannot be known when designing 

the system? Is changing user behavior or attitude by using technology intellectually eth-

ical? 

 

As the usage of mobile devices has increased significantly, the human-computer interac-

tion is not only based on desktop environments. The design for mobile systems is dif-

ferent for each mobile platform and in comparison to desktop environments. Conse-

quently, when designing a persuasive system, the design of the system must be carefully 

designed for wanted results. The user experiences and features included in persuasive 

systems must have similar aspects in their designs regardless of the used platform. Thus, 

studies and theories for cross-platform design will be introduced from the human-

computer interaction and technical points of view. 

 

In this thesis, a case study of designing a persuasive cross-platform system is introduced 

to further explore and test the theoretical frameworks of persuasive technology and 

cross-platform design. The concept of the case study was originally developed by a 
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physiotherapist student. The purpose is to offer physiotherapists a tool to communicate 

with their patients in real time and follow their level of performance in their designed 

training program. The described system provides additional information for the patients 

of the defined exercises. The original goal of the concept was to encourage the patients 

for interaction with their physiotherapists and increase their motivation in following 

their personal training program. 

 

This master’s thesis is divided into 8 chapters. The theoretical background for this thesis 

will be introduced in Chapter 2 and 3. We begin by introducing the background of per-

suasive technology, related human-computer interaction theories and related studies in 

Chapter 2. In Chapter 3 we will comprehensively introduce the basis of cross-platform 

design. These two first chapters additionally include developed frameworks and guide-

lines for designing described systems. 

 

Chapters 4 to 7 are focused in the described case-study adapting the knowledge intro-

duced in Chapters 2 and 3. First, in Chapter 4, the background of the system and its 

characteristics are introduced. In Chapter 5, we adapt a persuasive design model to the 

system design. The design model includes the system requirements of the final design. 

In Chapter 6, we present the design of the system. This includes the design models of 

the system, features of the system and the implemented system. Finally in Chapter 7, the 

system’s design is evaluated in critical manner of how it could be improved and how its 

actual effect on users could be evaluated. The discussion in Chapter 8 concludes this 

thesis. 
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2 PERSUASIVE TECHNOLOGY 

The objective of persuasive technology is to change human attitudes and/or behavior by 

using interactive computing system [1]. In this chapter, the focus is in software ap-

proach, especially in the mobile context of use. There are vast amount of studies in 

which persuasive technology has been used to change human behavior patterns to 

healthier and more active, which is the main goal of the presented case-study as well.  

 

Fogg predicted that mobile devices will have a huge impact in persuasive technology 

[2]. The reasoning for this was divided into three factors: mobile devices are enjoyable 

to use, they are with and used by the users most of the time, and they have vast amount 

of capabilities [2].  

 

Since Fogg’s publication: “20 Perspectives on the Future of Behavior Change”, so 

called smartphones have been raising their market share compared to feature phones 

significantly [2; 3]. In a study conducted in the US, the amount of smartphones have 

reached feature phone’s market share, and their market share is predicted to reach 81% 

of all mobile phones by 2015 [3]. In addition, the smart phone users have their smart 

phones within their arm’s reach 53% of the time, and within the same room 88% of the 

time [4]. Due to these facts, mobile applications provide high potential for persuasion, 

as they are accessible for most people and they are used, or near to the users, most of the 

time. Large amount of studies of persuasive technology in mobile context have been 

consistent with Fogg’s prediction of mobile device being the tool for persuasion with 

technology. 

2.1 Theoretical background 

2.1.1 Background 

Using specific methods to change human behavior or attitude is not a particularly novel 

idea. It has existed for hundreds of years in human to human communication and in me-

dia [5; 6]. The fundamental goal of persuasion is to change human behavior and/or atti-

tude to a desired direction, which is the goal in media with advertising, political cam-

paigns and even with propaganda [7, p. 5]. Thus it is not surprising that Fogg states in 

his publication that some of the responses for his first researches in persuasive technol-

ogy were negative, e.g. calling persuasive research “immoral” [1, p. 5]. 
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According to Fogg, some people saw the persuasive technology as a new potential 

method to grow business income [1]. Software, mobile applications, and web-sites offer 

the similar basic methods for persuasion as traditional media, including all from com-

mercials to print magazines. The difference comes in when interaction is added to mul-

timedia, which gives computer systems a strong advantage over traditional media in 

persuasion [1, p.6]. 

 

Fogg [1, pp. 6-11] offers the following advantages of persuasive technology compared 

to human communication: 

 Persistency: Software is persistent to repeat certain wanted operations from the 

users, e.g. registering the software dialogues.  

 Anonymity: The possibility of being anonymous provides the user with vast 

amount of possibilities. In particular anonymity is relevant for health-related in-

formation search or discussing private health-issues, which might be difficult 

without anonymity. Even though anonymity enables potential misuse from the 

user, the benefits, especially in social support, are more significant than the 

downsides [8; 9; 10]. 

 Data: Software can “store, access, and manipulate high volumes of data” [1, 

p.8]. This allows persuasive technology to access user’s own and other user’s 

data for persuasive feedback for the user. To add, human memory is limited, so 

registering and connecting all relevant information for persuasive feedback 

might not be as suited for the persuasion context. 

 Modalities: The actual effect of feedback might not be the information, rather 

how the information is presented. In human-to-human communications, humans 

perceive three dimensions of information: feelings, non-verbal and verbal infor-

mation [11]. Non-verbal communication and feelings are not always unambigu-

ous for the receiver and they are culturally dependable [11]. To add non-verbal 

and feelings cannot be controlled in high level to achieve wanted persuasive ef-

fect [11]. Software systems provide only wanted information to achieve a want-

ed persuasive result. Also software systems are not limited to these three possi-

ble communication types; they also have the option to offer multimedia, record-

ed data, additional information and vast amount of other possibilities to adjust 

user behavior to wanted direction. 

 Scaling: Even though a single individual can be very persuasive for listeners, it 

is not possible to duplicate the individual for all humans who would like the in-

dividual’s help, e.g. motivational speaker. In contrast, software can be distribut-

ed for large amounts of people with ease. 

 Ubiquitous: Ability to be accessible by the users in differentiating contexts with 

certain technological limitations. 
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2.1.2 Related theories in computer science 

Even though computer science is technically oriented field of study, there has been large 

amount of studies related to users’ attitudes and behavior in human-computer interac-

tion. In result of these studies, there are generally established theories related to the rea-

sons behind users’ behavior and attitudes in using software systems. These studies are 

also essential in developing systems and theories for persuasive technology.  

 

As human attitude, mood and behavior are not exactly technical issues, but the psycho-

logical field has also been included in the theories. In addition, explaining or predicting 

humans’ behavior is a complex and difficult task [12]. Theories for users’ attitude and 

behavior are not purely based on user studies, instead theories behind social psychology 

and cognitive psychology have been adapted to develop and justify theories in computer 

science [13]. Generally when the goal is to change, fix or modify anything, the infor-

mation of current state is essential. Without knowing how the users likely interact with 

computer systems or their behavior when using the computer system, it is questionable 

to develop a theory to adjust their behavior or attitude. Thus, theories regarding hu-

mans’ attitudes and behavior using computer systems and towards the computer systems 

are needed of which a few of the most relevant will be presented below. 

 

 Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA): “Individual behavior is determined by be-

havioral intentions, i.e., an individual’s attitude toward the behavior and subjec-

tive norms about the behavior.” [13, p. 2] TRA is focused on the user having an 

intention, which is a plan or a likelihood of users behavior in specific situations 

and driven by what is believed. By belief, it is meant that the users have a trust 

or confidence in something, which is the reason behind the intention. However 

the theory does not explain the occasions of users not following their intentions 

with their actions. [14; 15] 

 

Passos et al. studied applying TRA to agile software project teams and impacts of using 

it [14]. They identified in their first cycle of the research the factors which have an im-

pact in team members’ belief of behavior. By using recognized factors, e.g. organiza-

tional culture, they created a conceptual framework based on TRA. This was designed 

for mapping and analyzing the project team members’ experiences (Figure 1). The data 

gathering for the analyzing was done in interviews, observations, document analysis, 

and focus group sessions [14]. Using the conceptual framework, the participants’ beliefs 

main attributes were classified and categorized by frequency, source of belief, origin 

and context and related impacts. By using the model, conflicting beliefs, e.g. from the 

participant and organizational culture, were recognized, and the impact of the belief was 

measured. 
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Behavior
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Subjective 
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Behavior Intetion
Team Behavior 
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Impacts
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Figure 1: Conceptual framework for TRA [14, p. 4] 

 

The conducted research suggests that past experiences and organizational culture has a 

strong impact on human behavior in described context [14]. Thus, it could be argued 

that in a similar way the social context has a strong impact on users beliefs whenever 

using any software system. 

 

 Theory of planned behavior: “Individual’s perception of the ease with which the 

behavior can be performed, i.e., behavioral control influences individual’s be-

haviors.” [13, p. 2] This theory does not differentiate highly from TRA or aim 

to disprove it. Theory of planned behavior is also based on users’ intention to 

perform something. According to theory of planned behavior, the intentions are 

influenced by motivational factors, thus influencing the users’ behavior. The 

behavior is a result of norms, attitude towards behavior and perceived behavior-

al control, which results into intention, which might result into actual behavior 

[12]. Especially attitude towards behavior and perceived behavioral control are 

essential on persuasive technology. If the user believes intention results into so 

called behavioral achievement, it increases the chance of user finishing the in-

tention [12]. However, in the end, the user has the option to decide to do or not 

to finish the intention, even though all the factors resulting into intention would 

be fulfilled. 

 

From these theories, the following theories and models have been developed with help 

of psychology: 

 

 Technology Acceptance Model: “Perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use 

determine an individual’s intention to use a system, which leads into actual sys-

tem use, perceived ease of use impacts perceived usefulness, assumes that actors 

are free to act without limitations when they just have an intention to act, based 

on theory of reasoned action.” [13, p. 2] Theoretically user behavior has a strong 
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link to the perceived usefulness and ease of use of the system. Technology Ac-

ceptance Model is clarified in Figure 2. Thus they are essential, when the user is 

adapting to use a new system. 

  

Davis conducted a study about the link between accepting technology and the perceived 

usefulness and ease of use of the technology. According to his study, usefulness has a 

stronger effect in accepting a new technology than perceived ease of use [16]. However, 

actual ease of use of the system provides better performance and usefulness of use (Fig-

ure 2). These will be result in total as cognitive response, which is a major determinant 

for intention of using the system [17]. Also, system’s characteristics appear to influence 

behavior mainly through motivational variables and do not have additional direct effect 

on usage [17]. Technology Acceptance Model also provides a foundation for research-

ing why users accept or reject technology and possibilities for improving system’s de-

sign to avoid rejections. 

 

System design 
features

Perceived 
usefulness

Perceived ease 
of use

Attitude twoard 
using

Actual system 
use

External 
stimulus Cognitive response

Affective 
response

Behavioral 
response  

Figure 2: Technology Acceptance Model [17, p. 476] 

 

 The Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT): “Perfor-

mance expectancy, effort expectancy, social influence, and facilitating condi-

tions determine the usage intention and usage behavior, whereas gender, age, 

experience, and voluntariness of use moderate this impact; extended from tech-

nology acceptance model.” [7, p. 2] Venkatesh et al. formulated the theory of 

UTAUT and also contributed empirical support in favor of the theory [18]. Ac-

cording to UTAUT there are three direct determinants of intention to use; per-

formance expectancy, effort expectancy, and social influence [18]. Two direct 

determinants of usage behavior; intention and facilitating conditions [18]. (Fig-

ure 3) 
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Performance 
Expectancy

Effort 
Expectancy

Social Influence

Facilitating 
Conditions

Gender Age Experience
Voluntariness of 

Use

Behavioral 
Intention

Use Behavior

 
Figure 3: The Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology [18, p. 447] 

  

Previously described theories must be kept in mind when studying the potential users 

and their context of use to achieve high possibility of persuasion. However, adapting 

and using the theories and models in designed systems features is a difficult task. For 

persuasive technology a few of the most commonly recognized and relevant theories 

and models for this study are presented below: 

 Self-efficacy theory: Self-efficacy theory has been hypothesized that expecta-

tions of personal efficacy determine human behavior. Self-efficacy determines 

how much effort will be expected and for how long for behavior. Humans have 

personal efficacy expectations and outcome expectations, which will determine 

if behavior will be performed and in what level. Albert Bandura proposed in his 

publication that expectations of personal efficacy are derived from four sources 

of information: performance accomplishments, vicarious experience, verbal per-

suasion, and physiological states. These sources have an effect on each other as 

well, and human behavior can be changed by the modification of personal ex-

pectations. [19] 

 Goal-Setting Theory of Motivation: Originally Locke and Latham introduced the 

theory of goal-setting theory of motivation, which emphasizes the correlation 

with goals and performance. “Research supports predictions that the most effec-

tive performance seems to result when goals are specific  and  challenging,  

when  they  are  used  to  evaluate  performance  and  linked  to feedback on re-

sults, and create commitment and acceptance.” [20 p. 1] The motivation is also 

effected by how realistic the goals are, thus the goals must be in possible to 

achieve with the individual’s abilities. Goal-setting theory is also linked to self-

efficacy, as the human’s performance is related to the behavior and self-efficacy 
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determining it. Determining goals for groups and individuals does not have ma-

jor difference in motivation, however if human perceives similarities between 

personal and group goals, it results into greater satisfaction and contribution to 

the team goals. [20] 

 Social cognitive theory: Social cognitive theory tries to explain the human be-

havior and interaction in general level. Human activity is not purely based on 

environmental influences, or on their own thoughts of preferred behavior. Hu-

man’s personal factors in the form of cognitive, affective and biological events, 

behavioral patterns, and environmental events determine human’s activity and 

have an effect in each other. According to Albert Bandura, human activity is 

embedded from “self-organizing, proactive, self-reflective and self-regulative 

mechanisms” [21, p. 1]. Humans have an effect to social systems, and in some 

level, they are also products of social systems. [21] 

 Transtheoretical Model: Transtheoretical model (TTM) is a dynamic process for 

modifying person’s behavior to wanted direction, e.g. person wants to stop 

smoking. As the key is to change behavior, previously described theories must 

be kept on mind and they can be adapted in the models’ stages. TTM is divided 

into five stages: precontemplation, contemplation, preparation, action and 

maintenance. The goal of the three first steps is for the person to adjust to the 

change and adjusting person’s self-efficacy motivated for the change [19]. These 

three steps do not actually include actions towards the wanted behavioral 

change, but after the steps the person should be committed and motivated to 

change their behavior. The action stage’s length depends on the set goal, e.g. for 

a smoker who would want to quit, it would take months to stop the habit. After 

the action stage, maintenance is quite self-explanatory, but the person should act 

similarly as in active-stage. Goal-setting theory plays a major part in TTM as 

well, as the person should be interested and motivated before the action step and 

maintaining the reached state. [22]  

2.1.3 Methods for persuasion 

Several studies have suggested that the key approaches to modify human behavior to 

desired direction is through persuasion, influence, nudge, coercion and possible decep-

tion [13; 23]. However using coercion or deception to achieve wanted behavior is ques-

tionable [24]. Berdichevsky and Neuenschwander introduced “Golden rule” for persua-

sive technology. The rile states that the system should not persuade in a way that the 

designers would not persuade themselves [24]. Therefore coercion and deception are not 

aimed to achieve in the case study. 

 

As persuasion, influence and nudge are generally approved and effective methods for 

persuasion, their key characteristics are introduced below [23, pp. 1-2]: 
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 Persuasion: According to Eslambolchilar et al., the persuasion is characterized 

by three considerations. The use of digital tools in completing tasks and inform-

ing themselves about situations, “exploring and experiencing the outcomes of 

behavior” and using technological solutions in encouraging or by leveraging 

through social rules to achieve behavior change. 

 Nudge: Selection in application which is aimed to direct users’ behavior towards 

to the wanted behavior pattern. These selections should offer the user option of 

choice, and therefore they would not be coercive.  

 Influence: Social influence, which can be achieved through six different ap-

proaches: reciprocation, consistency, social proof, liking, authority and scarcity  

2.1.4 Persuasion context 

As theories and methods for persuasion have been introduced, it is essential to 

acknowledge the elements which have an influence in persuasion. The persuasion con-

text consists of three core-components: the intent, the event and the strategy [26]. 

 

The intent includes the persuader and change type. The persuader is the person(s) who 

is responsible of the designed persuasive system. Motives and reasoning for design of 

the system are essential for the persuader. The change type describes the goal of the 

persuasion and the transformation in behavior or attitude if the persuasion is successful. 

[26] 

   

The event defines the actual elements related to the usage of the system: use context, 

user context and technology context. Use context describes the domain where the sys-

tem is focused in. User context refers to the user and technology context to the techno-

logical context, including platform and technology related to the usage of the system. 

[26] 

 

The strategy refers to the elements which compose the used strategy for persuasion: 

message and route. Message is a direct message, content or similar referred to the user, 

which is aimed to have persuasive effect on the user. Ideally these messages would be 

implemented by using the persuasive theory and methods to achieve wanted results. 

Route defines how the messages to the user are referred; directly, indirectly or by using 

both possibilities. [26] 

2.2 Related work 

2.2.1 Designing persuasive systems 

Oinas-Kukkonen has conducted several studies of persuasive technology. According to 

his studies, the behavior can be changed by using the Persuasive Systems Design Model 
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in the system design process [25; 26]. Transforming an idea from concept stage to func-

tional persuasive system requires three necessary generic steps [25]: 

1. Analysis of persuasion context and selection of persuasive design principles 

2. Requirement definition for software qualities 

3. Software implementation 

 

The result of completing these steps properly gives the system possibility of changing 

potential users’ behavior and/or attitude [25]. Especial focus in the first step is to dis-

cern the appropriate moments for interaction, e.g. via messages [26 p. 2]. Details of the 

persuasion context are presented in Figure 4. The software system characteristics are the 

results of the analysis from persuasion context. 

 

The intent
Persuader, 

change type

The event
Use, user, and 

technology 
contexts

The strategy Message, route

Primary task 
support

Computer-
human dialogue 

support

Perceived 
system 

credibility
Social influence

Software system characteristics

Persuasion context

 
Figure 4: Persuasive System Design Model [26, p. 2] 

 

For the end result to be persuasive, the system must fulfill fundamental quality require-

ments for software. Especial focus on quality goals is to reach positive user experience.  

Vast amount other usability related and technical qualities can be recognized for pre-

sented quality requirements; however user experience includes most of the essential 

ones. According to study conducted by Roto and Rautava, the most relevant elements 

for positive UX are [27]: 

 Utility 

 Usability 

 Social value 

 Enjoyment 

 

These are the qualities relevant from the user’s point of view, in result of that they also 

are the quality factors which have an impact to the persuasiveness of the system. How-

ever, to reach high utility and usability, the software’s implementation must be flawless 

and suited for the context of use. Otherwise relevant factors for utility and usability, 

such as accessibility and reliability will be compromised, thus the positive user experi-

ence might not be experienced from the user’s point of view. To add, the whole persua-

sion can fail if the navigation and interaction are not fluent due to technical limitations, 

even if the visual user interface is designed well [26]. 
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As the user experience is a major factor in persuasion and according to Oinas-Kukkonen 

analysis of persuasion context is relevant step for developing persuasive systems. It is 

reasonable to suggest that user-centered design is one of the key principles in persuasive 

technology. User-centered design provides an answer and framework for design process 

for persuasive systems. By including the design principles of user-centered design to the 

development model Oinas-Kukkonen presented, reaching the highest potential of per-

suasion is possible. 

 

Oinas-Kukkonen suggests in his study that persuasive system’s characteristics can be 

categorized to “primary tasks, dialogue, system credibility, and social support” [25]. 

From these, the system credibility and social support are also major factors positive user 

experience [27]. To add, the content and principles included in these persuasive sys-

tem’s characteristics categories include relevant factors for positive user experience. 

 

The primary tasks category includes elements which supports and possibly motivates 

the user to reach their goals and finishing their own or given tasks. Primary task support 

includes principles: reduction, tunneling, tailoring, personalization, self-monitoring and 

rehearsal [25].  

 

Dialogue support category provides the elements for the actual interaction of the system 

and user. As Fogg stated, interaction is the tool which gives the significant benefit for 

software over media for persuasion [1]. To add, according to Oinas-Kukkonen, these 

principles are partly adopted from Fogg’s ideas on social actors and media [25]. Dia-

logue support includes: praise, rewards, reminders, suggestion, similarity, liking and 

social role [25]. Reciprocity was excluded from the principles, because it is more a user 

characteristic than a system feature [25]. 

 

Systems creditability is also a factor in persuasion. Features which can be included by 

the developer are trustworthiness, expertise, surface credibility, real-world feel, authori-

ty, third-party endorsement and verifiability [25]. However, the developer’s reputation 

and image are also factors, which the developers might improve or hurt by their actions, 

e.g. due to security breach, or improve by their other actions. These might have an ef-

fect to the users’ opinion on the system’s credibility as well, thus the credibility cannot 

be purely created with described system features. However, Oinas-Kukkonen states that 

presumed credibility and similar factors are excluded from the category, because they 

are not system features [25]. 

 

As it has been stated in several studies, e.g. Eslambolchilar et al. [23], Fogg [1] and 

Oinas-Kukkonen [13], social support plays a major role in persuasion [25]. The last 

category includes social support principles, which are: social learning, social compari-
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son, normative influence, social facilitation, cooperation, competition and recognition 

[25]. 

 

Despite the categorization, the listed design principles effect is not just limited to their 

specified category. For motivational purposes from primary tasks and dialogue support; 

self-monitoring, simulation, rehearsal, praise and rewards have the same uplifting effect, 

thus improving the persuasion of the system. Tunneling, reduction, reminder and sug-

gestion principles all guide the user using the system and help them to reach their goals. 

[25] 

 

All the social support categorization principles and social role from dialogue support 

improves the social influence, which is also an element in the overall user experience of 

using the system. Tailoring, personalization, similarity and liking from task support also 

affect the user experience positively, which is a major factor in persuasion. System 

credibility support categories do not only improve the credibility, but also effects utility 

of the system and provides a link to real world. [25] 

 

2.2.2 Evaluating persuasive effects 

Oinas-Kukkonen introduced a model for measuring the success of persuasive technolo-

gy applications [26]. The model is divided into five steps [26]: 

 

1. Select the theoretical basis for research 

2. Analyze the intent through the Outcome/Change (O/C) Matrix 

3. Analyze the behavioral change support system (BCSS) through the PSD model. 

4. Measure the behavior change 

5. Explain the change through the theories, the O/C matrix and the PSD model 

 

For the measurement to provide reliable and suitable information, the system’s features 

and aim in persuasion must be defined clearly and explicitly. Otherwise the possible 

results might not be comparable or usable to the domain, or for solving possible prob-

lems of the designed application. [26] 

 

The O/C matrix includes three columns, which are the types of possible behavioral 

changes: change in an act of complying, a behavior change or an attitude change. The 

rows present possible successful outcomes of using the system, which are: formation, 

alteration, or reinforcement of attitudes, behaviors or complying. [26] 
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Table 1: Suggested O/C Matrix for persuasive technology [26, p. 2] 

 Act of complying A behavior change Attitude Change 

Formation Forming an act of 

complying 

Forming a behavior Forming an attitude 

Alteration Altering an act of 

complying 

Altering a behavior Altering an attitude 

Reinforcement Reinforcing an act 

of complying 

Reinforcing a be-

havior 

Reinforcing an atti-

tude 

 

For the O/C Matrix the researchers should include the intended outcomes and the types 

of change [26]. The persuasion context and used strategies might differentiate highly 

from slot to slot in O/C Matrix (Table 1). 

 

Once the goals have been set for O/C Matrix and the previously described the persua-

sive system design model has been adapted in the system design, the data for measuring 

the change will be gathered from the users [26]. Purely analyzing the system’s persua-

sive effect by using theory would not be possible due to the fact that predicting users’ 

behavior is not reliable [12]. However, even when the data has been gathered properly, 

actually measuring the effectiveness of persuasive application or pinpointing the cause 

of change is a complex task [26]. 

2.2.3 Ethical persuasive computing 

As stated earlier, the persuasive technology has raised questions of its morality. Thus, to 

avoid questionable methods in persuasive applications, using ethical design guidelines 

and adapting ethical approach would be suggested. The content of this chapter is not 

just limited for persuasive computing, instead ethicality and responsibility for designing 

all human-computer systems is discussed. Convergence of ethics of persuasive technol-

ogy is introduced in Figure 5. As the convergence suggests, the ethicality in technology 

is not just limited for persuasion, but it is also present in designing technology, and in 

computers, in wider broad.  

  

Persuasion

Technology

Computers

Ethics

Captology

Ethics of persuasive 
technology

 
Figure 5: Ethics of persuasive technology [24, p. 53] 
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Davis states that just using principles and guidelines to avoid ethical issues in human-

computer interaction is not enough to avoid ethical issues in designing systems. Instead, 

ethical issues should be considered in whole human-computer interaction field to help 

designer uncover and address ethical issues [28]. Good examples of systems which 

might have ethical issues are social sharing sites and freemium applications. Though, 

some would argue that the main-goal of freemium applications is to persuade the user to 

make in-game purchases. Especially emotionally and cognitively vulnerable users, e.g. 

children and elderly persons, should not be targeted with persuasion when designing 

ethically appropriate persuasive system [1]. 

 

As introduced in earlier chapter, the benefits for using computers in persuasion are su-

perior compared to traditional media or human-to-human communication. Davis states 

that due to the qualities which provide the tools for high level persuasion for human-

computer interaction, they are also the reason why the ethicality for using computers 

must be considered [28]. One of the main reasons is that computers’ are considered as 

“intelligent and fair”, the users might not be aware of the bias of the used system or per-

ceive guidance by the system for wanted results [28]. In addition, the computers are 

persistent to guide the users for wanted selections [1]. E.g. every time when system is 

launched, the system launches dialogue for asking whether the user wants to receive 

advertisement from the system provider. 

 

Davis points out a good example for persuasive technology compared to usability. For 

achieving good usability and high UX, there are vast amount of principles and design 

guidelines for achieving these goals. However for developing usable system, the design 

guidelines are not efficient enough – the users must be included in the design process. 

Observations and interviews provide essential information for prototypes, so the end-

result of the product will fulfill the wanted requirements for the product. Similarly when 

persuasive system is designed, user studies are appropriate, so the designers will be 

aware if the system has wanted effect or if possibly the system has unintended conse-

quences in users’ behavior. Consequently, the persuasive technology has adapted user-

centered design’s development qualities in recent related studies. [28] 

 

Berdichevsky and Neuenschwander pointed out in their early publication of persuasive 

technology the designer’s responsibility in designing the system. According to their 

publication, the designer’s intent and the outcome of the consequences of using the sys-

tem determine if the designer is responsible for the consequences. However, the design-

ers cannot be held for responsible if the outcome is highly unlikely, yet still they con-

sider it unethical result [24]. The motivation of the designers’ selections is also empha-

sized. The designer’s responsibility in designing system is clarified in Figure 6. 
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Outcome

UnintendedIntended

ethical unethical

praiseworthy
Responsible and at 

fault

ethical unethical

Not responsible
Responsible and at 

fault

ethical unethical

Not responsible Not responsible

Reasonably predictable Not reasonably predicatble

 
Figure 6: Designer's responsibility [24, p. 55] 

 

Davis introduced two design guidelines are Value Sensitive Design and Participatory 

Design [28]. These design guidelines are not only limited for studying the persuasive 

effect on users, instead they also provide information for the systems stakeholders’ be-

liefs of the system. These methods are explicitly to engage ethical issues. 

 

Value Sensitive Design is based on legal and philosophical literature to recognize first 

five key requirements and on user studies which provide the sixth requirement for the 

framework. Value Sensitive design is developed by Friedman and it is a theoretical and 

methodological framework [28]. Value Sensitive Design emphasizes values of moral 

and ethical concerns in human-computer interaction. It has been used by vast amounts 

of researches in significant issues in computer systems, such as in delivering web 

browser cookies and in corporate knowledge-sharing systems [28]. 

 

“Key features of Value Sensitive Design include its interactional perspective, attention 

to both direct and indirect stakeholders, and a tripartite methodology.” [28] Interactional 

perspective is an interactional theory, the users and social system have an effect on 

computer systems and computer systems have an effect on users and social systems. To 

add the computer systems have intended or unintended effect on the users, however the 

systems cannot force the desired change easily [28].  

 

The second one considers all stakeholders to the system. As Berdichevsky et al. [24] 

stated, the responsibility for persuasive effect comes from the designers and their moti-

vation for the made selections for the system and the intended and unintended conse-

quences of the system for all stakeholders. In this the VSD’s goal is to ask why the de-

sign might be considered harmful or beneficial. As ideally the persuasive system en-

hances the users’ way of life, it is relevant to precisely consider the benefits and disad-

vantages of the system. The tripartite methodology is related to the second one. In tri-

partite methodology VSG helps the stakeholders the implications of using the systems 

and uncover and account the problems within the system usage. [28] 
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“Participatory Design (PD) is a family of theories and methods that involve potential 

users as full participants in design processes leading to the development of computer 

systems and computer-based activities.” [28] PD emphasizes the designers keeping per-

suasive and ethical theory in mind when designing computer systems [28]. The use of 

PD is not just limited for persuasive systems, but in optimal scenarios it would be 

adapted in all computer system projects. PD also emphasizes the users and developers 

communication similarly to UCD-approach, and thus helping the developers create in-

novative solutions, which also are designed well from the user’s point of view. 

2.2.4 Persuasion in mobile context 

As persuasion in general, persuasion in mobile context is not a novel concept either. 

Early as 2001, two researchers studying mobile applications found 72 different mobile 

applications dedicated for health. However they do not meet the set standards for to-

day’s applications, but the principles did not differ significantly. Their conclusion of 

analyzing the applications was that most of the applications used one or more of follow-

ing persuasive approaches: providing tracking, analysis and reference material for the 

users. [1, p. 186] 

 

Principle of Kairos: Mobile devices are ideally suited to leverage the principle of kairos 

– offering suggestions at opportune moments – to increase the potential to persuade. 

Kairos is a principle for so called “opportune moment”, which is from five factors 

which mobile technology, can determine [1, p. 188]: 

 Physical location 

 Typical routine 

 Time of day 

 Your goals for the day 

 Your current task 

 

All the four first factors are possible to determine with current days mobile devices. 

However, determining the current task of the user cannot be determined with certainty. 

The user can provide additional information for the application of routine and scheduled 

tasks, but human’s random unexpected tasks cannot be scheduled or expected at defined 

time. [1] 

2.3 Persuasive technology adapted in mobile context 

In this chapter a few relevant studies conducted on mobile applications related to per-

suasive technology are introduced. These include applications which goal is to motivate 

users and applications which gather and process health related information in mobile 

context. 
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2.3.1 Persuasive applications 

As stated earlier, the context of use plays a major part in persuasion. The new genera-

tion smart phones provide the option for accessing context information without addi-

tional hardware, such as GPS. Thus they provide the option for some level of 

knowledge of the user’s context. Kimura et al. implemented and studied a persuasive 

application utilizing these possibilities called iDetective [29]. 

 

iDetective’s goal is to encourage users to walk more in their daily lives [29]. When de-

signing the application, they recognized and selected some key features and characteris-

tics from other persuasive applications, e.g. FourSquare, and included them in iDetec-

tive. Chosen features were [29, p.2]: 

 Application utilizes the smartphones hardware, e.g. GPS 

 Application is appealing for potential users 

 Application uses social comparison for persuasion 

 Application does not bore the users 

 

They implemented in the application features which fulfilled all these wanted character-

istics of the application [29]. For the persuasion they chose three psychological persua-

sion techniques, which were [29, p.3]: 

 Goal-Setting Theory: Goal-Setting Theory is based on that users are more moti-

vated when they have challenging goals, compared to easy goals or no goals at 

all. 

 Social Comparison: Social comparison was related to the goal-setting theory, 

that the users of iDetective could compare their achievements to other users. 

 Transtheoretical Model: Transtheoretical model was implemented in iDetective 

that it uses user’s context by the sensors provided on their devices. The infor-

mation is then used by a feature called Agent in iDetective, which has dialogues 

with the user about their exercise-habits and compares user’s answers to the re-

sults provided by the sensors. After a while of usage, the Agent provides infor-

mation of benefits of exercises and notifications for exercising, thus possibly en-

gaging the users using the system [19]. [29, p. 4] 

 

Excluding encountered technical problems, e.g. measuring accurate walked distance, the 

main-issue with the iDetective was adapting transtheoretical model in high level to the 

application. According to Kimura et al. it is important for persuasive application to keep 

the user interested in the application, which was the goal of used Agent-feature for 

transtheoretical model. Thus, they plan to improve and increase possible interaction 

from the Agent, which is also related to the goal-setting for the user. For the social com-

parison, they did not encounter high possibility of privacy issues, because the applica-

tion’s shared information between the users was limited to estimated walking distance 

and gathered in-game points. [29] 
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Another approach for using persuasive technology in mobile context was implemented 

by Froehlich et al. [30]. Their goal was to motivate user for nature-friendly behavior 

[30]. The system was designed game-like to engage users use the application. The aim 

of the persuasion was to encourage users to be nature-friendlier in their daily activities. 

For the persuasion methods they used goals by emphasizing and rewarding users every 

time they make a “green choice”. Their goals and current progress was displayed re-

peatedly by changing the user’s wallpaper. Also, the designers tried to link concepts in 

user’s wallpapers, such as eco-friendly to saving money and exercising, which would be 

connected in user’s mind. This was based on findings from social psychology that re-

peating concepts together would become linked in human mind [30].  

 

2.3.2 Information gathering and usage 

The persuasive applications require relevant information for the users to be persuasive. 

To add the information gathering from the users should be completed with minimal ef-

fort from the users for the application to be persuasive [2].  As stated earlier, the infor-

mation also should be reliable and relevant for the users. In result of this, harnessing the 

device’s possible sensors for the application would be optimal solution. However, gath-

ering the data in for the application and presenting the information for the user in an 

understandable format requires a lot from the implementation. 

 

Similar problem occurred in iDetective, in which the main-problem was linking gath-

ered information and providing feedback based on the information. To begin with, the 

gathered GPS-data was inaccurate, and they had not provided enough possible interac-

tion models based on gathered information. [29] 

 

Cheng et al. managed to implement application for health monitoring of body motion in 

study conducted in University of Illinois. Their solution was tested on a midrange An-

droid smartphone, which measured gait speed of patients. Measuring gait speed has 

been used in clinical application and it has a correlation with patient morality. Their root 

mean square error (9.98%) of gait speed estimation was even better than medical accel-

erometers (12%-15%) designed for this particular purpose. [31] 

 

The solution can be used in monitoring severity of diseases, such as lung diseases and 

heart diseases [31]. As the solution is more accurate than medical accelerometers and it 

is accessible by owning a midrange smartphone, it provides a good option for people 

from suffering these diseases [31]. To add, it is a good example of how exact and essen-

tial information can be measured and analyzed for persuasive applications by using mo-

bile devices.  
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If the required information is not accessible or available by harnessing the smartphone’s 

device’s hardware, multi-device usage will be required to fulfill the system’s needs. 

Oinas-Kukkonen and Segerståhl state that computing products will be likely utilizing 

other devices, which will result into multi-device environments. These types of systems 

will be having distributed user experience, and the emphasis of designing the system 

will be understanding the overall user experience of the whole system. Additionally, 

understanding how the user perceives the interaction within the system and how the 

experience used persuasive strategies. [40] 

 

In comparison to mobile systems which gather the information by using the 

smartphone’s hardware, the user has few steps when utilizing a multi-device system. 

These might result in user being unable connect the devices to each other, due to their 

technical knowledge and experience or conflicts caused by human error or technical 

issue within the system. Thus, user acceptance is also emphasized for multi-device per-

suasive systems. Additionally, the multi-device systems face cross-platform issues, e.g. 

semantic coherence, which will be clarified in next chapter. [40] 
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3 CROSS-PLATFORM DESIGN 

Cross-platform design stands for implementing software system for multiple computer 

platforms. The main focus in this chapter will be in unified user experience from plat-

form to another. The importance of cross-platform design and reaching unified user 

experience has increased since tablets and smart phones have become popular. These 

also fulfill the technical requirements for running similar software systems as traditional 

desktop computers. 

 

However, mobile devices are mainly limited to touch input and their operating systems 

have higher variation compared to traditional computers. Mobile operating systems also 

have suggested strict design guidelines, which provide the users better overall user ex-

perience for the device. Currently the most popular mobile operating systems are iOS, 

Android and Windows Phone 8 [32]. The iOS’s and Android’s design guidelines and 

operating system designs are unique and their design cannot be seen in traditional com-

puters. However Windows Phone 8 includes similar concepts as Windows 8 deployed 

on laptop and desktop computers. 

  

The need for cross-platform design is not limited for optimizing user experience for 

different operating systems. Vast amount of software systems are also based on web, 

accessible via web browser. The websites are mainly optimized for desktop environ-

ments. Providing high user experience for desktop and mobile based devices with same 

design would be a hard task. Thus, there are available mobile-optimized web-sites and 

mobile applications for the purpose, e.g. Facebook has individually designed mobile 

applications for iOS, Android and Windows Phone.  

 

One relevant concept to cross-platform design is ubiquitous computing. Ubiquitous 

computing means that computers, their connections and data is available and perceived 

by humans. These allow the users to connect their devices and applications to each other 

at wanted time. Main problems in ubiquitous computing are related to using and sharing 

necessary data with various devices and the use of computer devices in various physical, 

cognitive and social contexts. The unified use and access of data is directly related to 

cross-platform device and cloud services, which enable the users accessing the data. 

[33] 

 

Oulasvirta’s opinions of developing ubiquitous computing and using multiple devices in 

work-environment are also adaptable in cross-platform design [33, p. 4]: 
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1. Minimizing overheads between activities 

2. Remote resources for data connection 

3. Propagating metadata on migration of data from device to device 

4. Supporting device-specific resources, e.g. touch screen or keyboard 

5. Using physical gestures for system features, e.g. data synchronization 

6. Using appropriate materials depending on target context of use 

 

Most of the listed potential goals are related to data usage and fluency of use [33]. An-

other key point is supporting device-specific resources, which is not always employed 

or used to maximal potential in cross-platform devices. The actual physical material of 

used devices will not be discussed in this chapter, as the focus will be in cross-platform 

systems software-implementation. 

3.1 Theoretical background 

3.1.1 User experience 

The actual definition for user experience varies from one source to another. According 

to Hassenzahl [34], a product has certain features of which the individuals construct 

apparent product character. The features include content, presentation, functionality and 

interaction. The apparent product character includes pragmatic and hedonic attributes, 

which actually result into consequences of usage: the user experience. The model Has-

senzahl proposes for elements of user experience is presented in Figure 7. [34] 

 

Pragmatic attributes express the behavioral goals and achieving them, whereas hedonic 

attributes emphasize the psychological change in result of usage of the product [34, p. 

35]. Pragmatic attributes include manipulation of the product, which means that the in-

dividual perceives the functionality of the product and is able to access this functionali-

ty. Hedonic attributes include stimulation, identification and evocation. These describe 

how the users can develop their skills, and identify and express themselves by using the 

product. To add, using the product can invoke positive or negative memories. [34] 
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Figure 7: Key elements of the model of user experience [34, p. 32] 

 

Even though usability and the system characteristics play a major part in user experi-

ence, actually reaching positive user experience is related to every contact point of the 

life cycle of the product [35]. This includes purchasing the product, taking it into use 

and other aspects of the product’s life cycle [35]. Thus, Technology Acceptance Model 

and The Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology should also be consid-

ered when designing the product [16; 18]. 

 

Additionally to other aspects of user experience following values have been suggested 

for pleasant user experience; fun, joy, hedonic value, ludic value and enabling the user 

have flow in using the product [34; 35]. Consequently, the user’s emotions, memories 

and values towards the product are crucial for pleasant user experience.  

 

From the practical point of view when designing the system for the users the usage of 

the system has an obvious effect for the user experience. According to the organization 

for standardization the definition of usability is “effectiveness, efficiency and satisfac-

tion in specified context of use” [36]. These fundamental qualities should be reached 

with the system definition for pleasant user experience, and they even could be de-

scribed as a prerequisite before concentrating the other elements of the user experience. 

 

As the main focus in this thesis is in mobile context, the key-elements in simplified 

form for mobile user experience could be: utility, usability, social value and enjoyment. 

These elements were recognized as most essential factors for mobile user experience by 

Roto and Rautava [27]. Utility and usability representing the pragmatic values. Utility 

includes perceived usefulness and reliability, and usability includes ease of use, effi-

ciency and accessibility. Social value and enjoyment are then again representing the 

emotional side, i.e. hedonic values. [27] 
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3.1.2 Cross-platform mobile user experience 

To start with, when designing mobile applications the native apps provide the richest 

user experience for the users [37]. Native apps have consistent look and feel, full access 

to platform hardware and data and highest performance [37]. The users have an expecta-

tion that they can run and use the application in a certain standard way – similarly as the 

other applications on their used device [37]. This would result into best user experience, 

but designing application for cross-platform usage has additional features which will 

have an impact on the user experience [37; 38]. 

 

Using the defined development environment by the operating system designer, the de-

signer have the necessary tools for creating native applications with rich user experi-

ence. However these applications are just limited to the one specific operation system 

and the users are not exclusively using one platform for their tasks. For creating func-

tional applications for all operating systems, there are few different approaches. Web, 

hybrid, interpreted and generated applications have the necessary functionality to be ran 

in cross-platform environment. However each of these have certain limitations, which 

makes these types of cross-platform applications less usable in all selected devices 

compared to native applications. [37] 

 

With the knowledge of the nature of developing and implementing cross-platform ap-

plications, the users still have expectations of their preferred software systems to be 

available for each device and operating system. The users also expect that the applica-

tions available for cross-platform access are highly optimized for each device type and 

support each device’s capabilities at high level. In addition, the applications are ex-

pected to have efficient flow of interaction and coherent user interface across the vari-

ous platforms. [39] 

 

The cross-platform applications are not only implemented for various platforms, but 

some of them are also interactive systems which are interconnected to each other. As 

they are interconnected, it creates challenges and limitations for the interaction design-

ers. These interaction designers meet the requirements of consistency and continuity 

across the used platforms to ensure the fluent inter-usability of the system. [39] 

 

According to recent studies, the user experience in cross-platform interactions are sig-

nificantly influenced by prior and expected experiences using the system’s features [38]. 

Thus, the user experience is not purely limited to particular component of the system, or 

to the current moment of usage. Wäljas et al. [38, p. 226] argue, that the central ele-

ments of cross-platform UX include: 

 “Fit for cross-contextual activities: The structure of the service matches the us-

er’s activity, leading to effective fit for task in different contexts. 
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 Flow of interactions and content: Interaction with and across the service compo-

nents are experienced as fluent and connected. 

 Perceived service coherence: The service and its components are perceived as 

consistent and coherent; as parts of the same service”  

 

The analysis for the central elements was done by using identified three key themes 

related for cross-platform design: composition, continuity and consistency [38]. The 

elements of cross-platform UX are related and affected by each other, and their effect 

on the user experience is result from how well and how these three conceptual key 

themes are implemented within the system [38]. However these particular introduced 

elements does not purely compose the user experience. Instead the elements related to 

user experience, e.g. usability and likeability, of the system have an effect as well. 

Overall user experience and elements related to it are introduced in figure 8. It takes in 

account the Hassenzahl’s model for user experience, and the suggested elements and 

themes for designing positive cross-platform user experience by Wäljas et al. [34; 38]. 
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Figure 8: Cross-platform UX elements [34, p. 32; 48, p. 226] 

 

Composition refers to how different platforms within a system relate to each other and 

how to functionality or modality of functionality has been divided for different plat-

forms [33]. Continuity includes the support for interoperability, managing and migrat-

ing the used data and user’s tasks for various platforms for the users [38; 39]. The con-

tinuity is established through synchronization of data and content, which is also one of 

the key-concepts Antti Oulasvirta recognized for ubiquitous computing [39]. Consisten-

cy is the most perceived by the users and heavily related to the usability of the system, 

thus to the overall UX of the cross-platform system. Wäljas et al. suggests in their 

framework for cross-platform UX design, that the consistency can be result of three 

factors in consistency: perceptual (look and feel), semantic (symbols and terminology) 

and syntactic (interaction logic) [38, p. 222].  
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In conclusion, the cross-platform UX results from various factors and the design process 

demands compromises in many cases. But the end-result of system’s usage should result 

into positive coherent UX and not only limited for high utilization for single platform. 

This can be a result of designing the system as a whole, and identifying the suited inter-

action methods and characteristics for each platforms [40]. Additionally, it is essential 

to acknowledge that the designed features for each platform of the system influences the 

user’s expectations and usage of other components [38]. 

3.1.3 Configuration of cross-platform system 

The configurations for cross-platforms are designed fitting for the purpose of the system 

in question. In this chapter the two aspects of potential configurations for cross-

platforms will be introduced: the way how devices are organized using the system and 

the way the system is used by variety of platforms. 

 

Devices using the system can have three different roles: redundant, complementary and 

exclusive roles. Redundant devices have the same functionality and access to the data. 

When the cross-platform system has complementary devices, some of the devices pro-

vide access to data or functions, which are not available for all platforms. For exclusive 

approach, each device has specific purpose and they have individual access for data and 

functions, which other platforms do not have. [38] 

 

For delivering and accessing the system data, i.e. provided service, the cross-platform 

system can have multichanneled services or they form crossmedia systems. Multichan-

neled services are used for systems, which enables the users access data and use func-

tions with any device, i.e. the system is usable in full-mode with every device. In result 

of this, designing multichanneled services has vast amount of usability-related prob-

lems. Implementing full-scale website or desktop-application for mobile device includ-

ing the functionalities in high usability and efficiency requires compromises and careful 

design. The crossmedia systems does not share the same problem. Their interaction and 

features for each platform are optimized for their specific characteristics and context of 

use. [38] 

 

The service delivery types are related to employed device-roles as well. The multichan-

neled services are often used with redundant or complementary devices, when the 

crossmedia is used with exclusive devices. Finding and deciding correct approach in 

cross-platform configurations is one of the key-elements in developing high cross-

platform UX. 

3.2 Designing cross-platform system 

We will introduce the design methods implemented particularly for cross-platform de-

sign. These will include theorized frameworks and models for implementing the user 
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interface and technical side. These include methods for analyzing and creating an ab-

stract interface, which is then converted for wanted platforms. The technical point of 

view is in developing mobile applications, because there are vast amount of develop-

ment environments, which allow the developers create cross-platform systems for tradi-

tional desktop-based computers, e.g. Qt Creator [41].  

3.2.1 User interface 

When designing system with the goal of positive user experience, the design process of 

the user interface (UI) plays a major role. Sketching and low-fi paper prototypes are 

popularly used and their relevance for user-studies have been suggested just as informa-

tive in quantitative and qualitative researches as high-fi prototypes [42]. To add, 97% 

percent of UI-designers use sketching in designing interfaces and some of test users 

prefer low-fi prototypes over high-fi prototypes in user tests [42; 43]. However accord-

ing to Antila and Lui [39], the challenges when designing interactive cross-platform 

system includes inefficiency of using low-fi prototypes and challenges of “seeing the 

big picture” in the design-process [39]. 

 

The reason for finding the low-fi prototypes inefficient, was because evaluating con-

cepts without functional prototype was found difficult [39]. The actual difference in 

different platforms and interaction cannot be simulated or tested in a similar way as test-

ing the usability of particular view of user interface. The other problem Antila and Lui 

found in their research was that the designers were designing part of an interconnected 

services, which resulted the designers purely focusing their own part. This again result-

ed into inconsistencies and discontinuities inside the application. [39] 

 

Model-Based Design of User Interface has been suggested to be an efficient tool for 

designing user interface for cross-platform systems [44; 45]. Model-Based Design of 

User Interface frameworks provides an option to structure human-computer interaction 

to different levels of abstraction for designing the user interface [46]. The concept of 

these frameworks are similar to modeling databases or software architecture [46]. Aqui-

no et al. introduced Cameleon Reference Framework, which has structured the user in-

terface models into four levels of abstraction (Figure 9). 
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Figure 9: of Cameleon Reference Framework [45, p. 293] 

 

According to the framework, the two first levels are the same for all possible targeted 

platforms using the system. These are used as a framework for modeling the two last 

steps which takes in account the types of platform and its qualities. As the concrete user 

interface model has been done, the final implementation for each platform can be im-

plemented or generated. The definition of context of use and the domain is crucial for 

the two first models to be successfully implemented for the final stage designs. Addi-

tionally, the Cameleon Reference Framework takes in account if the domain or context 

use varies highly. In these cases, similar archetypal models can be used for differentiat-

ing ontological models, which uses the same runtime infrastructure. [46] 

 

For the Cameleon Reference Framework to be successful, human-centered design 

methods and user studies are required to finish each model step properly and reaching 

positive UX. Identifying the user’s actual needs, context of use and main goals of using 

the system by interviews. Applying user interface and user experience related theories 

in designing the user interface’s graphics and interaction is also suggested, e.g. Jacob 

Nielsen’s heuristics [47]. For the last step creating user interfaces based on the created 

models for each platforms acknowledging their specific qualities and possibilities. Es-

pecially taking in notice when designing for mobile platforms, which have comprehen-

sive and strict design guidelines. 
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Balagtas-Fernendez [48] introduced similar approach for designing mobile application’s 

user interfaces called: the model-driven development (MDD). MDD is particularly de-

signed for human-computer interaction and for user-centered system design. “Model-

driven development (MDD) is an approach to creating complex software systems by 

first creating a high-level, platform-independent model of the system, and then generat-

ing a specific code based on the model to the target platform.” [48, p. 510] MDD would 

provide a method for designing and implementing cross-platform mobile applications 

with ease, especially for developers without high knowledge of each individual operat-

ing system’s APIs and development problematic. [48] 

 

Model driven Architecture (MDA) is model which applies the MDD and it can be used 

for MDD-approach. MDA is divided into four models (Figure 10): 

 

CIM PIM PSM Code

 
Figure 10: MDA [49, p. 295] 

 

Similarly to the Cameleon Reference Model, MDA has two first models the same for 

each platform (CIM and PIM), which include the fundamental system design. Computa-

tional Independent Model (CIM) represents the system’s activities for meeting the busi-

ness objectives [49, p. 295]. Platform Independent Model (PIM) includes the system 

features and abstract user interface design, which is automatically converted for Plat-

form Specific Model (PSM). Theoretically, the PSMs would be transformed to specific 

native codes [47; 49].  

 

Diep et al. introduced a system model based on MDA for solving the cross-platform 

problem for MDA. Their suggested system model have similarities with MDA, and 

their correspondence between MDA has been introduced in table below. [49] 

 

Table 2: System Model similarities with MDA [49, p. 296] 

The system models MDA 

Task and Concept Model Computational Independent Model (CIM) 

Abstract User Interface (AUI) Model Platform Independent Model (PIM) 

Concrete User Interface (CUI) Model Platform Independent Model (PIM) 

Final User Interface (FUI) Model Platform Specific Model (PSM). 

 

Task and Concept Model has similar responsibilities as CIM; it describes specific defi-

nitions for the system, e.g. user’s requirements and goals. The difference comes in PIM, 

where the introduced system model has divided it into two platform-independent steps: 

Abstract User Interface and Concrete User Interface. Abstract User Interface model is 

an abstraction of available controls for used platforms which have the same functionali-

ty. Concrete User Interface is the realization AUI Model and the system’s user interface. 
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Final User Interface is the actual native application, which is generated from the Con-

crete User Interface Model with Transformation Module. [49] 

 

Even though MDA or introduced system model cannot be used currently for cross-

platform development with the full capabilities of it, the first steps can be used for creat-

ing and developing the cross-platform concept before implementing the native applica-

tions independently [37; 48]. Additionally, they support ideology behind the Cameme-

leon Reference Model [46; 49]. 

3.2.2 Technical approaches 

The introduced technical approaches for creating cross-platform applications will be in 

mobile platforms. There are commonly known solutions for creating desktop software 

solutions with various cross-platform frameworks and development environments. Qt is 

a good example of this, which enables the developers develop and deploy their solutions 

for various operating systems; including Linux X/11, Microsoft Window (XP and later)  

and Apple Mac OS. Additionally, there is support for vast amount of embedded operat-

ing systems [50]. The same implemented solution can be built with platform specific 

toolkits and compilers for wanted platform. Thus, the focus will be in the problematic of 

implementing and deploying the same or similar implementations for new era mobile 

devices. [41] 

 

As previously mentioned, there are designed methods for implementing cross-platform 

applications by using frameworks for cross-platform usage. These development ap-

proaches will be analyzed and introduced here. Xanthopoulos and Xinogalos made a 

comparative analysis between these approaches [37, p. 216], and the results of it will be 

introduced in Table 3: 

 

Table 3: Comparative analysis of cross-platform development approaches [COMP, p. 216] 

 Web Hybrid Interpreted Generated 

Marketplace 

deployment 

No Yes, but not 

guaranteed 

Yes Yes 

Widespread 

technologies 

Yes Yes Yes No 

Hardware and 

data access 

Limited Limited Limited Full access 

User interface 

and look & feel 

Simulated Simulated Native Native 

User-perceived 

performance 

Low Medium Medium High 
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As it can be seen from Table 3, when designing cross-platform applications, each of the 

approaches for designing applications has their cons and pros. According to the com-

parative analysis, the web-solution does not offer high possibilities for the application 

and their performance is poor compared to native applications (Table 3). However de-

veloping web apps application by using libraries, e.g. jQuery Mobile, does not demand 

high knowledge of mobile computing or time when developing prototype-stage applica-

tions. Obvious downside of web-approach is that they are mainly limited to business 

processes and they cannot access additional built-in device capabilities, e.g. GPS, which 

results them being useful for limited purposes [48]. [37] 

 

Hybrid applications does not differentiate much from web-based applications. Their 

development methods is similar as web apps, but the solutions are compiled by using 

PhoneGap for creating application for application stores. However they share the same 

downsides as web apps; their performance is poor and they cannot access stored data in 

the device. Due to these facts some of the device manufacturers do not allow uploading 

hybrid applications to their application stores, e.g. Apple. [37] 

 

Interpreted applications do offer native user interface and medium performance for the 

users. They also allow the applications to access some of the hardware and data by us-

ing specialized APIs. Interpreted apps performance is weakened, because of the applica-

tion logic interpreting and the presence of specialized APIs required for the application 

to be functional. Generally interpreted applications can be shared and uploaded in appli-

cation stores, given that they fulfill the application store guidelines. [37] 

 

Generated would have high performance and they have native look and feel. However, 

non-commercial versions for generating the native code does not offer productive envi-

ronment and they cannot be used for building anything more than very simple applica-

tions. There are currently various studies regarding the generation of cross-platform 

code through different approaches, but they have not found a well performing solution 

[48]. Thus, even though this approach is promising and would be potential approach for 

creating native applications, it is not yet in a stage for public use. [37]  

 

In conclusion, platform-specific development designing applications provide major ad-

vantage over introduced approaches for designing applications. Platform-specific soft-

ware development kits offer the optimized approach for developing applications without 

limitations and providing the look and feel with their included frameworks. However, 

platform-specific approach causes “fragmentation”, which increases the development 

time and maintenance costs for cross-platform applications. Consequently, if the de-

signed cross-platform application does not demand high performance or significant 

amounts of using platform-specific resources, e.g. database usage, introduced options 

for cross-platform development can be the optimal solution for development process. 

[37] 
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3.2.3 UX design frameworks 

In this chapter we will introduce a framework for designing positive cross-platform UX 

constructed from a field study in publication Cross-Platform Service User Experience: 

A Field Study and an Initial Framework by Wäljas et al. [38]. This framework has been 

constructed based on three main themes in designing cross platform UX (composition, 

continuity and consistency). According to these themes designable characteristics have 

been recognized, which will result into the final UX of the system. (Figure 11) 
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Figure 11: Framework for cross-platform service user experience [38, p. 226] 

 

Appropriate system composition is achieved with component role allocation, distribu-

tion of functionality and functional modularity. Composition is related to the system’s 

configuration and how the functionality is divided between the devices. Component role 

allocation refers how the users perceive the purpose of system’s components and deter-

mines the expectations for each component. Users allocate the roles for each device, and 

it is crucial when designing a system whether using specific device is task or situation 

based. The users might selectively use specific device in certain situations, e.g. in a bus, 

or for specific tasks, e.g. complex operations on desktop work-environment. [38] 

 

Distribution of functionality provides the option for designers distributing the function-

ality in a way that the system complements each device’s individual strengths.  If the 

component role allocation is perceived by the users task-based and the users mainly 

have the option for selecting the device, the distribution can be done with ease and re-

ducing the complexity for each device. However the users might have expectations of 

functionalities for each device, which the system does not offer. Functional molarity is 

related to this issue; how each platform can be used in different situations if another is 

not available. This would result into limited use of the system, thus it is suggested to 

provide some degree of functional modularity for each device. [38] 
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Fluency of content task and migration is reached with cross-platform transitions, task 

migration and synchronization. Similarly to composition, continuity is highly related to 

the system’s cross-platform configuration, but it is more of how well the technical as-

pects of the system have been implemented. [38] 

 

Cross-platform transition occurs when the user switches from device to another using 

the same system. Cross-platform transition also includes the system adoption; how to 

transfer information and adopt the additional mobile version of the system. Additionally 

it is crucial for the user to understand the connection between devices, and how to use 

them alongside. [38] 

 

Task migration and synchronization share the same technical aspects for them to be 

successfully implemented. When users switch devices whilst finishing tasks or simulta-

neously using the tasks, the synchronization of the system must be flawless. It also de-

pends whether the system is multichanneled or crossmedial, to what extent the system 

provides the functionality. For multichanneled systems, the system must provide the 

same content and tasks for each device and synchronizing them across the provided 

platforms. Then again, crossmedial devices are optimized for specific tasks, thus the 

users might divide the work load for most suited platforms. In overall, the tasks should 

be divided in a logical way for the users use the system to its full extent with flawless 

and high performance synchronization. [38] 

 

Service consistency is reached with perceptual consistency, semantic consistency and 

syntactic consistency. In contrary to previous themes, consistency is more related to the 

visual aspects of the system, as the previous two were highly regarding the functionality 

of the system. However, the users might perceive the problematic occurring with conti-

nuity for the system to be inconsistent.  

 

The service consistency is for the system to share similar look and feel for each plat-

form. Additionally same terminology and symbols should be used within the system, 

especially for same functionalities and notifications. The system should provide similar 

navigation scheme for each device, but mobile devices have limitations due to their 

screen size, inputs and operating system limitations, which results the navigation 

schemes to be fairly different. In conclusion, coherent system image is the main goal of 

service consistency. 

3.3 Mobile design guidelines 

Each of the major mobile operating system manufacturers argue that the best user expe-

rience for mobile applications designed for their operating system is reached by follow-

ing their design guidelines [51; 52]. Additionally, their specific development environ-

ments include the design elements and elements for creating applications, which are 
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fitted to their design guidelines. Implementing an application, which would not utilize 

these provided framework, would be inefficient for the designer, as it would demand 

high volumes of implemented code and icons. For the purpose of providing an example 

of differing guidelines and operating systems characteristic, we will introduce the guide-

lines for Windows Phone 8 and Android. These two operating systems are also used in 

the case study. Additionally, their conceptual interface design does not only differ in 

visual design, but for designing the functionalities and navigation for the user interface 

has also differing approaches [51; 52]. 

 

When creating native applications for cross-platform system, the mobile design guide-

lines do not have major effect on the composition or continuity of the cross-platform 

system [38]. The main difference comes in navigation, formation of selections and in 

icon design, which results into breaking either the consistency of cross-platform design 

or the suggested mobile guidelines. However, the operating system design guidelines 

emphasize the unity of the design of the applications for high user experience [53]. 

 

The operating system guidelines share a lot of common user-interface design principles, 

e.g. designing informative and understandable icons. These will not be individually pre-

sented; instead the focus will be overall user interface and made selections in the design 

guidelines, which needs to be followed for specific user experience. 

3.3.1 Windows Phone 8 design principles 

Microsoft’s design principles for Microsoft design include: pride in craftsmanship, more 

with less, fast and fluid, authentically digital and win as one [53]. The content of these 

principles will be clarified in this chapter. 

 

The Windows Phone 8 design is designed in a simplified and clean manner [53]. The 

design guidelines suggest the designers only leave the most relevant elements, i.e. need-

ed commands and functionality, on the screen (Figure 12). The principles for designing 

applications for Windows Phone 8 emphasize the essence of the structure of the user 

interface, that the user interface has hierarchy and balance. Hierarchy and balance will 

result into sense of structure, rhythm and completed look for the applications. [53] 
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Figure 12: Windows Phone, Clear current design (Left) and Symbian design in comparison (Right) 

[53] 

 

In contrast to the simplified and high level of structure, Windows Phone has interactive 

elements updating and changing over time. These are designed to provide the users ad-

ditional essential info quickly for the users with a glance of the screen. As the Windows 

Phones navigation and content display differs from the other operating systems, e.g. 

Panoramic View, providing visual motion in navigation helps the users understand the 

interface’s functionality and navigation (Figure 13). 

 

 
Figure 13: Windows Phone, Still pictures of motion used in Windows Phone’s applications [53] 
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Lastly, in the principles Microsoft emphasizes creating unified user interfaces and using 

available resources for highest performance for the users. This principle also includes 

the cross-platform design, as Windows 8 is available for desktop computers and tablet 

devices. The designed Windows based applications for cross-platform availability 

should follow the similar design, though optimized for selected platform. [53] 

3.3.2 Android design principles 

Similarly to Windows Phone design, Android has high-level principles for designing 

applications, which are: Enchant me, Simplify my life and Make Me Amazing [52]. 

Android design principles take in account more of the functionality of the system than 

the Windows Phones and emphasizes the actual usage of the system than the visual de-

sign. 

 

When designing icons for the operating system or for individual applications, the icons 

are encouraged to be directly touched and manipulated objects. Additionally, they are 

not recommended to be simplified, but instead to be visually attractive and recognizable 

(Figure 14). Descriptions for information and selections should be kept brief, and irrele-

vant information hidden from the users. And if it is possible they should be replaced 

with pictures or icons. Pictures and icons for selections over words are recommended 

for two reasons: reducing the cognitive load and they are more efficient than words 

when used properly [52] 

 

 
Figure 14: Android, Example of Android Icon [52] 

 

Personalization is a major factor in Android applications and operating system. Modify-

ing visual design, and providing the option for it is highly recommended. The users 

should be provided options for modifying haptic gestures according to their preferences 

and modifying user interface selections to possible extent. 

 

Personalization comes in the emphasized efficiency of use for Android devices. Rec-

ommendations for enhancing the efficiency of use are either user-based or system-

based. System-based efficiency functionalities include: remembering used functionali-

ties and making sophisticated guesses for the users. For the first one the applications 
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should collect information of the user’s usage, and provide most used selections for the 

users when they are using feature of application. The second one is efficient when the 

possible selections are limited, and the provided guess of wanted functionality does not 

block the usage of current application and it can be undone, e.g. after taking a picture, 

providing an option for sharing it in social media. User-based efficiency related func-

tionalities are creating shortcuts whenever possible and only showing essential infor-

mation for the usage (Figure 15). [52] 

 

 
Figure 15: Android, Menu and Shortcuts [52] 

 

3.3.3 Comparison of Android and Windows Phone designs 

The main difference between Android and Windows Phone comes in the top of the view 

for the Android, called Action Bar. The action bar for Android application states the 

current view, option of navigating back and possible functionalities or navigations for 

the current view (Figure 16). The main action bar allows the user to perceive the appli-

cation’s hierarchy, whenever they can navigate back from the current view. The possi-

ble functionalities allow the user to access wanted data from the specific view without 

navigation within the system. [54] 

 

 
Figure 16: Android Action Bar [54] 

 

Similar concept for Windows Phone is App Bar, which is in the bottom of the screen 

(Figure 17). However the App Bar does not state the current view or possibility of navi-

gating back. Additionally, it is not available in most of the views for the Windows 
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Phone applications, and it can also be hidden (Figure 17). For some of the possible 

views the app bar is not recommended to use, i.e. Panorama View, thus, it is not as 

commonly seen or expected by the users. In most views, the possibility of navigating 

back is not available for the users. [51; 55] 

 

 
Figure 17: Windows Phone, App Bar [55] 

  

The panorama view is one of the key-differences for the operating systems. It is only 

used by Windows, and is “a part of the native Windows Phone look and Feel” [51]. The 

ideology behind the panorama view, is to maximize the screen space for the content of 

the view (Figure 18). The panorama views include background art, which is below of 

the content to give “visually rich content presentation” [51]. Similar concept for the 

Android is Fixed Tabs (Figure 19), which allow the users to navigate similarly between 

related views, and by using the same swiping gestures as in Panorama View in Win-

dows Phone [51; 56]. However, the content (e.g. images) should be emphasized in an-

droid applications and the background should not include distracting background art 

diminishing the content visually [56].  

 
Figure 18: Windows Phone, Panorama View [51] 
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Figure 19: Android Fixed, Tabs [56] 

 

Other essential differences, does not have similar impact in design, which include se-

mantics of typography and using dialogs. For the Windows Phone the titles should al-

ways be in lowercase. However, this is an opposite of common design principles and 

not only differing from Android’s design principles [57]. Dialogs are mainly used for 

Windows Phone for temporarily inform the user of something relevant of current mo-

ment, whereas in Android they are used for various purposes, e.g. additional infor-

mation of selections [58; 59]. 

 

Additionally to these introduced conflicts in design principles, the principles include 

more minor differences. But it can be seen from the introduced differences, that using 

similar user interface design for Android and Windows Phone applications would not be 

convenient. These could be avoided by selecting similar types of views, e.g. Pivot-view 

from WP and Active tabs from Android. However, the operating system specific limita-

tion, could make the implementation of forced similar designs difficult. Additionally, 

Google and Microsoft emphasized in their design guidelines that the designed user in-

terfaces for applications should be designed by using the available resources to their 

maximal potential [52; 53]. 
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4 CASE STUDY: FYSISYSTEM 

The original concept of the case study was developed in Lapland University of Applied 

Science by Hanna-Mari Nevala in her thesis: “User Experience of Mobile Service for 

Physiotherapy: Case FysiApp”. In the case study we will present a system designed for 

physiotherapists called FysiSystem. The original concept of FysiSystem was to provide 

the option for physiotherapists to create individual training schedules for their patients, 

follow their patient’s progress and interact with their patient’s by using the system. Ad-

ditionally, one of the fundamental themes for the FysiSystem was to encourage the pa-

tients to interact with their physiotherapists. The FysiSystem consists of the physiother-

apist’s application (FysiSystem Trainer) and patient’s application (FysiApp). 

 

Physiotherapist Patient

Create a training 
program

Send the training program to patient

Send information of past  exercises

Interaction

Follow patient s 
progress

Receive training 
program to mobile 

device

Access instructions 
and finish exercises

Send and receive 
messages

Send and receive 
messages

 
Figure 20: FysiSystem Concept 

 

The FysiSystem Trainer is a cross-platform system, where the physiotherapist can ac-

cess the system features with their desktop-computer or Windows Phone mobile device. 

In the design process of the FysiSystem Trainer, professional physiotherapists were in-

terviewed of their daily tasks and they were asked for feedback of an early prototype of 

the system, which was created according to the described concept. 

 

The patient’s application, FysiApp, was designed for Windows Phone and Android mo-

bile devices. FysiApp enables the users to access their personal training schedule, inter-
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act with their physiotherapists and access comprehensive exercise instructions. Addi-

tionally the FysiApp includes features for monitoring their performance. In theoretical 

basis, the FysiApp could enhance patient’s motivation for finishing and following their 

training schedule. Theories and frameworks for designing persuasive application were 

adapted in the design of the FysiApp. 

4.1 Design rationale 

4.1.1 Health benefits 

According to theoretical background, using technology for persuasion can be an effec-

tive method to adjust attitude to wanted direction [2; 19; 20]. The designed system does 

not aim to decrease personal interaction between the patients and physiotherapist, but 

instead one of the goals of the system is to increase interaction between the personal 

meetings and increase the motivation for the patients to follow their specific training 

schedule. 

 

The essence of the motivation for physiotherapy has been studied from different aspects 

and approaches [60; 61]. The psychological aspects play a major part in the success of 

psychical training, which results into a certain level of performance in training and 

whether the physiotherapy is successful [60]. According to Tait, 25 to 40% of patients 

in physiotherapy have psychological disorder or psychological overlays to physical dis-

orders [60]. Thus, these psychological aspects and disorders, which affect to the per-

son’s motivation, and to person’s conscious and unconscious behavior, will be present-

ed below. 

 

Anxiety has major impact in the person’s behavior depending on the degree of anxiety 

the person is experiencing. If the degree of anxiety is high, the person might not be pre-

pared to put required effort for the physiotherapy to be successful. Depending the sever-

ity and nature of the disability, the disability might persist when the physiotherapy 

and/or the person’s sick leave ends. Additionally, anxiety is related to fear of doing reg-

ular activities after the disability and anxiety includes range of different issues which 

might increase the experienced anxiety. Anxiety also increases in the tone of the body 

muscles, which commonly can result into added pain. [60] 

 

Compared to anxiety, hysteria is deeper emotional conflict which is developed mainly 

through the person’s entire life. Mild degrees of hysteria are common for humans and 

they do not cause a lot of problems. However, if the person experiences high degree of 

hysteria, they might lead incapacitating the person from easy tasks in life. To add, these 

persons have a need of retreating from difficult situations and they have tendency to 

illness. As the main cause of physiotherapy is a disability or an injury, patients experi-

encing high degree of hysteria might have difficulty adjusting to the situation. [60] 
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Obsessional neurosis is related to anxiety and it also increases anxiety. By obsessional 

neurosis it is meant that the person has a need for repeated acts and need to run accord-

ing to specific system. Unlike anxiety or hysteria, in some cases obsessional neurosis 

can be beneficial on physiotherapy, as it can be provide additional motivation for the 

patients and they can carry out their physiotherapy without observation. [60] 

 

Lastly, one of the most essential factors in physiotherapy is money. Money can be in-

creasing or decreasing factor in motivation for the patients following their training 

schedule. As high amount of the patients have benefits paid from disability to work and 

some of the patients might seek invalid pensions after severe injuries, they might have 

no interest in physiotherapy and returning to work. However, according to Tait, from 

the people who are unwilling to return to work 50 % have financial considerations of 

lower income whilst they are on sick leave. [60] 

 

Using previously introduced persuasive theories, such as self-efficacy and goal setting 

theory in physiotherapy, has had significant increase in motivation of the patients and 

their performance. These results from higher motivation have had significant effect in 

improvements in measured physical capabilities of the patients, in their self-perceived 

general health and in follow-up meetings with their physiotherapists. Thus, it is relevant 

to study new ways for increasing the motivation and possibly decreasing the effects of 

psychological disorders of the patients. [61] 

 

4.1.2 Systems currently in use 

These presented systems were used by the physiotherapist in the background study and 

are  used for creating the training programs for the patients by the physiotherapists (Ap-

pendix A). The systems are mainly designed for traditional desktop environments purely 

for physiotherapists, and do not take in account interacting with the patients or access-

ing their training progress. The output of these systems is printed or emailed to the pa-

tients, which decreases the interaction and possible persuasive methods for achieving 

higher motivation for the patients. 

 

One of the popularly used systems in physiotherapy is PhysioTools. It was used by all 

of the three physiotherapists interviewed for the background study of the physiotherapy. 

The PhysioTools is accessible via any device with internet access and internet browser. 

By using the tool, the physiotherapists can create and modify training programs for their 

patients and share them with their patients. However, they can only share the training 

information with printed copies or by sending it to their patients’ emails. Additionally, 

the physiotherapists can share their exercises and patterns to each other and the system 

includes high amount of various exercises (over 2300). [62] 
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Another example of web-based physical therapy system is PhysioFile. It was used by 

one of the interviewed physiotherapists daily in work. This system is more for infor-

mation and knowledge based system for the physiotherapists for accessing essential and 

up-to-date information with various formats including video, publications and images. 

However, this system does not offer any option for creating training schedules or send-

ing the accessible information to their patients. [63] 

 

Both of these systems provide vast amount of possible exercise guidelines including 

pictures and step-by-step guidance for doing wanted exercises properly. However, these 

systems are available and visible for the trainers. The users have only the actual output 

from the system, i.e. printed exercise-schedule, and the system does not take in account 

following the progress of training or encouraging the clients reach their set goals. 

4.2 Users and context of use 

4.2.1 Physiotherapist 

The description of physiotherapists and their use of context are based on two part ques-

tionnaire conducted on two physiotherapists (Appendix A). The physiotherapists are 

from higher education background; bachelor’s degree or higher. The interviewed physi-

otherapists were using computers for their work assignments; creating exercise pro-

grams and saving relevant information of the patients. Their usage of computers in their 

free time was described to be low, approximately a few hours weekly. 

 

The system’s target group is for similar groups, due to the nature of the system. The 

system provides the option for staying in contact with the patients with ease and sending 

the programs to the patients directly, however the prerequisite for the system is that the 

physiotherapist actually uses computer in their daily tasks. In other case it requires extra 

effort from the physiotherapists in using computers and likely learning the use of the 

system. 

 

Their main context of use is at work, where they can access either desktop- or laptop 

computer. Using the system does not require higher knowledge than the previously de-

scribed systems in use. Thus if the physiotherapist has basic knowledge of using com-

puters, the system does not cause too high limitations for usage. 

4.2.2 Patient 

The patients vary highly in age, gender and in education background. There is not a 

specific pattern. However the system requires usage and owning a smart phone. Conse-

quently, the users have some level of technical knowledge and experience before start-

ing to use the described system.  
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The context of use varies from patient to another. Most of the exercises are designed to 

be done at home, but some of the training schedules require several exercises daily. This 

results some of the exercises to be done at school or at work. The system is available for 

common Windows Phone and Android devices, which have access to internet. 
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5 THE PSD MODEL ADAPTION FOR 

FYSISYSTEM 

Oinas-Kukkonen presented a PSD model for designing and implementing persuasive 

systems [25]. The fundamental concept of the system was defined in last chapter. The 

PSD model is used to specify which characteristics would be beneficial to implement 

for the patient’s application to increase patient’s motivation in performing according to 

their training schedule. The PSD model includes the analysis of persuasion context and 

selection of persuasive design principles [25]. According to the PSD model adaption, 

the requirements of the system and features will be defined and presented in this chap-

ter. 

5.1 PSD Model 

5.1.1 Persuasion context 

The persuasion context includes essential factors for persuasion and it is discussed from 

the user’s point of view. These include the intent, the event and the strategy of persua-

sion used to modify the user behavior or attitude. 

 

The intent includes the persuader and the type of change. For the persuader in the 

FysiSystem, the persuaders are the following: 

 Producers of the interactive technology (endogenous): implementer of the sys-

tem (author of the thesis) 

 Distributers of the interactive technology (exogenous): physiotherapists 

 Person adopting or using the interactive technology (autogenous): patients of the 

physiotherapist 

 

The aim of the persuasion change is a permanent change in behavior. The goal is to mo-

tivate the patients to finish and follow their personally designed training schedules for 

rehabilitation of their injuries. 

 

The event includes the user, user context and technology context. In FysiSystem the use 

context is supported with features designed for the usage. The event is triggered with 

notification for timed training event, which then provides the training instructions. Ad-

ditionally, whenever the user perceives the performance statistics or benefits of follow-
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ing their physiotherapy. The users can select how well they finished the training and 

view their accomplishments.  

 

The user context varies, depending where the user is in their daily life. In preferable 

case the user is at their home or in a place suited for training, or in context where their 

cognitive load is low. However, the event is not as successful, if the user is in a place 

which is not suited for using the application, e.g. when driving a car. Technological con-

text has few requirements for the FysiApp; the users must have battery on their smart 

phones and data access. However, as the system is currently only employed in Finnish 

physiotherapy clinic, it is likely the patients who have a smartphone have an access to 

internet [64]. 

 

The strategy for persuasion has been constructed from various points of view, both di-

rect and indirect processes. The system triggers notification for each timed training even 

in schedule. This results the users viewing the training instructions, and finishing them 

in preferable scenario. The users can select how satisfied they were with their training 

by quickly selecting most suited emotion for proceeding from the selected training. In-

direct persuasion methods include available additional information of their performance 

and accessing information how well other trainees have finished their training sched-

ules. These users have been divided into groups with similar goals to enhance to moti-

vation [20 p. 4]. 

 

In overall the strategy includes mainly following persuasive approaches for modifying 

the behavior: the goal-setting theory, social cognitive theory and transtheoretical model. 

Goal-setting theory can be seen from many views of the user interface. The users have a 

certain amount of training events in their schedule, and the system keeps in track of 

them. Feature which supports both, the goal-setting theory and transtheoretical model is 

events which occur weekly and after certain amount of finished scheduled exercises. 

The system provides visual and numeric information of the user’s progress, which is 

aimed to motivate the user to stay in the same performance level or even enhance the 

motivation.  

 

The social cognitive theory has been implemented by creating a group-support feature, 

which allows the users view progress of other trainees and providing their own progress. 

Additionally, the users have interaction feature with their physiotherapist.  

5.1.2 Software system characteristics 

The principles aimed to reach with the FysiApp design have been categorized according 

to the model presented by Oinas-Kukkonen and Harjumaa [26]. The principles will be 

introduced under: Primary task support, Human-computer dialogue support, Perceived 

system credibility and Social influence.  
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Some of the introduced principles were excluded, because they were not found suited in 

this particular context. Additionally, some of the principles were excluded, so the sys-

tem supports the introduced basic concept to its fullest potential, yet still keeping the 

system highly usable and providing positive user experience. In comparison to a system 

which would cause the user a high cognitive load by including all possible characteris-

tics and features beneficial for persuasion. 

 

The system requirements, i.e. implemented features, will be a result from selected de-

sired system characteristics. From Primary Task Support following principles were cho-

sen: 

 Reduction: System reduces effort for performing their target behavior. 

 Tunneling: System guides the users for target behavior. 

 Tailoring: System provides tailored information for individual users and groups. 

 Personalization: System provides personalized content for its user. 

 Self-monitoring: System provides statistics and information of their performance 

and future schedule. 

 Rehearsal: System provides the instructions for wanted behavior. 

 

Reduction, tunneling and rehearsal are selected to ease the physiotherapy for the pa-

tients. The system should not be difficult or time consuming to use, instead to fulfill 

these characteristics, it should provide the information and needed features without ef-

fort. Other aspect of these characteristics is that the content and features of the system 

should be on track what the patient is required to do at current time and in the future. 

Tailoring, personalization and self-monitoring are selected, so the patient would have 

their system’s content particularly relevant for themselves. Additionally, the system 

should contain only relevant content for the users, so these characteristics would also 

support the reduction, tunneling and rehearsal.  

 

From Dialogue support following principles were chosen: 

 Praise: System provides user feedback according to the user’s performance in 

finishing tasks within the system. 

 Reminders: System provides notifications for timed events. 

 Liking: System’s visual look should be pleasant for the users. 

 

Praise and reminders are similar to the selected primary task support principles. Praise is 

used to provide feedback of their progress and how much they have left in their physio-

therapy. Reminders should guide the users to stay on track of their training, similarly to 

the goal of reduction, tunneling and rehearsal. Liking should be reached with the system 

design, so the users would not be annoyed of the system design and would enjoy using 

the system, 
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Rewards, similarity, social role and suggestion were left out from the dialogue support. 

Rewards and suggestions were not found suited for this concept, as the patient’s training 

program is designed by professionals, and the patient’s should not be encouraged to 

depart from the program, e.g. by doing more exercises than suggested. Social role and 

similarity would not be suited either, as the system is developed for health related is-

sues. 

 

From System Credibility support following principles were chosen: 

 Trustworthiness: The information provided is truthful and unbiased. 

 Expertise: The information provided is created with especial knowledge and ex-

pertise. 

 Surface credibility: System has a competent and finished look and feel. 

 Real-world feel: System provides information of the creators of the content and 

system. 

 

System credibility support is essential for the system. The patient’s should feel that the 

content of the system is reliable, and that they would feel safe and motivated to follow 

the designed content to reach their goals. Authority, third-party endorsements and veri-

fiability were left out from the system credibility. These were left out, as these princi-

ples would not have been related in implementing prototype. 

 

From Social support following principles were chosen: 

 Social learning: System provides means for observing other users behavior and 

outcomes.’ 

 Social comparison: System provides means for comparing own results to other 

users’ results. 

 Social facilitation: System provides the means of accessing information of other 

users performing the behavior. 

 Normative influence: System provides the option of gathering users together 

who has the same target goals. 

 

These principles were chosen, because social support is one of the most efficient meth-

ods for persuasion [21]. However, as the system is health related, the social support 

principles should not enable recognition of the patients or allow patients view other pa-

tient’s personal information. Thus, the system provides only numeric statistics and the 

users can view other patient’s statistics of their finished exercises, and share their own if 

they choose to. Cooperation, competition and recognition verifiability were left out 

from the social support. These were left out for the similar reasons as rewards and sug-

gestions, as the physiotherapy is not a competition and the content of the training pro-

grams are personal information.  
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5.2 Requirement definition for software qualities 

In previous chapter we defined desired system characteristics for the system. The pur-

pose of this chapter is to categorize these characteristics to functional and non-

functional requirements for the system implementation.  

5.2.1 Non-functional requirements 

Non-functional requirements are more related to content of the system and the effect of 

it to the users. Additionally, non-functional requirements include visual aspects of the 

system and its navigation related characteristics.  

 

For the content, following principles should be fulfilled for the system: reduction, tun-

neling, tailoring and rehearsal. To achieve these goals, the system should enable the 

content to be created by physiotherapist and to be received by the patient. The content 

also should be credible for the patients, so the system should fulfill the trustworthiness, 

expertise and real-world feel principles. However, for the content to fulfill these princi-

ples, the content should be designed by physiotherapeutic professionals. 

 

Lastly, the system should have pleasant and finished look. These are the liking and sur-

face credibility principles which can be reached by designing the systems user interface 

carefully and by following design principles, e.g. Nielsen’s heuristics [47]. 

5.2.2 Functional requirements 

The system should have functionality to support reduction, tunneling, tailoring and per-

sonalization. This should be done for the physiotherapist’s and the patient’s system. 

Firstly, the physiotherapist should be able to create the tailored and personalized con-

tent, which is also non-functional requirement of the system. Additionally, patient’s 

system should have the functionality to support the patients in their goals, e.g. staying 

on track of their progress and providing them their future training program. Other essen-

tial function would be providing notifications according to the created training program, 

which is the reminders principle. 

 

The system should be on track of the patient’s training and provide statistics of their 

performance. Additionally, to fulfill social affiliation principles, the statistics should be 

provided to other patient’s group performance statistics anonymously. These would 

fulfill the self-monitoring, social support, social comparison and social affiliation prin-

ciples. The patients should be allowed to be grouped according to their goals, which is 

studied to increase motivation, if patients perceive they share same goals within a group 

and it fulfills the normative influence principle [20]. However, as the social features are 

anonymous, the division to groups must be done with the physiotherapist’s system. 
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Lastly, the system should provide feedback according the user’s performance, which 

would be the praise and self-monitoring principles. The feedback should be relevant for 

the user and personal, so it would also support transtheoretical model. This function 

should be implemented to occur after certain amount of finished exercises or after cer-

tain amount of time. 

5.2.3 Selected features 

According to the functional requirements, following features were selected to fulfill 

these requirements. These features should be included in the system’s functionality in 

the prototype. 

 

The users are given an ID number, which is the key to the application. It is used as a 

single log-in account, and after the usage, the application updates its content frequently. 

Thus, the user does not have to register to the system or download its content separately. 

The goal of this is to ease the patient’s cognitive load, reduce the effort for the usage 

and guide the users to the wanted behavior with lower effort. Additionally, the system is 

tailored for the patient’s tasks and content. 

 

The system should update the content for the patients and physiotherapists frequently. 

This results the system to update its content after each accomplishment and modifica-

tion from the patient or physiotherapist to a cloud service. The patients have their own 

accomplishments available for personal usage and if wanted – for the other users. Thus 

the system always stays on track of the patient’s and patient’s group’s performance, 

with an asynchronous updating within the mobile application. Because of this, the pa-

tient can view statistics and information of their performance at all times, and the pro-

gress of their physiotherapy. Additionally, this also affects principles within social sup-

port, as the users can view and compare their own results after each accomplishment to 

their peers in real time, relying the content being up to date. 

 

Physiotherapist’s application does not have to be asynchronous, because they manage 

vast amount of patients and their changes to the programs are result of careful design of 

the patient’s training program. However the system’s messages should provide a notifi-

cation within the system without delay. 

 

As the users can access their own and their peer’s performance statistics, the system 

enables them to be grouped. This is designed specifically for the physiotherapists, so 

they can do the division according to the same goals. This ensures the anonymity within 

the group, and enhancing the influence, as the users are working together for the same 

target goals [20]. 

 

Notifications will play a major part in the system. The users can receive messages from 

physiotherapists and they have a strict training schedule, which they should follow. No-
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tifications should be implemented to occur at wanted times and encouraging the users 

view the content of the source of the notification. This also helps the user staying tract 

on their training program, and helps the patient for using the system only when required 

and essential information or tasks are available.  

 

The last feature is based on transtheoretical model and various principles Oinas-

Kukkonen presented. The system provides feedback according to the patient’s perfor-

mance at wanted times. These user feedbacks should be encouraging and effected by 

how well the user has performed. Additionally, as similarly to the notification, they 

should only be provided when they have some relevant information for the users. These 

user specific feedbacks provide a good chance for the patient self-monitor their perfor-

mance, and receive feedback (possible praise) on how well they have done. As Kimura 

et al. pointed out, these kind of transtheoretical model messages can reduce the boredom 

of using the system [29, p. 4]. To add, the notifications reduce the risk of the user using 

the system when nothing is available, the overall user experience should be interesting, 

beneficial and possibly stimulating for the user. 

5.2.4 User experience goals 

UX goals are mainly related to non-functional requirements. System’s fundamental goal 

regarding UX is to fulfil standardized usability qualities and achieve pleasant UX. The 

usability characteristics are specific for the context of use instead of being universally 

the same for all products [36]. Additionally, listing all possible characteristics related to 

user experience would not be relevant for this study. Thus, the most essential and influ-

ential elements of the user experience related to persuasiveness in this particular context 

of use are presented in this chapter. 

 

Non-functional requirements for the system were related to the visual look, system cred-

ibility and to support user with their tasks. The functional requirements included vast 

amount of social affiliation related requirements. Both of these also had requirements 

related to personalization in content and features. Thus, the selected themes for UX 

goals for the system are: 

 Social affiliation: interaction, identification and support 

 Utility: usefulness and reliability 

 Usability: accessibility, efficiency and guidance 

 Aesthetics: stimulation and credibility 

 Personalization: content, feedback and support 

 

Social affiliation plays a major part in the user experience. It has been suggested in 

many studies, that the social support increases motivation for finishing the given tasks. 

Identification the user for the system usage and other users also increases the credibility 
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and reliability of the system. The interaction with other users also must be implemented 

well to increase the social factor of the system. 

 

The utility of the system includes the usefulness and reliability of the system. The user 

should perceive that the system is useful and has additional value compared to printed 

instructions. Otherwise the motivation for using or accepting the system for usage is 

compromised. Related to the usefulness is the reliability of the usage. The usefulness of 

the system decreases significantly if the system does not perform in a high level, e.g. 

unable to access information. 

 

Usability is mentioned in the themes for its qualities: accessibility, efficiency and guid-

ance. These actually make the system useful for the user. The system’s goal should be 

to guide the user to finish their tasks and the usage of the system. Additionally, the sys-

tem should be efficient to use and not waste user’s time for simple operations. Accessi-

bility describes that the system should be available and its content from databases as 

well at all times. 

 

Aesthetics is a major factor for two reasons. Firstly, the system should be pleasant and 

enjoyable from visual point of view. This results the users more likely to enjoy using 

the system and not annoyed by using it. The second reason is related to credibility, per-

ceived finished look ‘n feel increases the credibility of the system, even though it does 

not have a direct effect in how well the actual code is implemented or how professional 

is the content of the system [25]. 

 

The whole purpose of the system is for the users to access their personal content via the 

system. Thus the content of the system must be accessible and personal with ease for the 

user. Additionally the feedback provided by the system should be personal and relevant 

for the user according to the transtheoretical model. Lastly, the provided support, e.g. 

praise, from the system should have a personal touch for the user. 
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6 DESIGN OF FYSISYSTEM 

The PSD model adaption added some requirements for the system. These were priori-

tized in the design process of the system. The cross-platform aspect of the system was 

notified in the selection of used frameworks for the system design. To simplify the 

cross-platform design process for the case study, Model-Based Design has been adapted 

in this chapter [38; 45]. This approach was chosen, as it was considered to be effective 

framework for cross-platform design in the theoretical analysis of cross-platform design 

approaches in Chapter 3 [38]. This adaption enables the design process to be top-down, 

starting from higher level of abstraction. This results the implementation to be efficient 

and clear operation, as the features and interface has been defined in higher abstraction 

level in models. 

 

The models used are based on Cameleon Reference Framework with the exception of 

excluding the adaption models, which would define the system’s behavior and modifi-

cation to the current context of use [45]. This approach was chosen, because the adap-

tion models have been excluded from other recent studies in designing cross-platform 

systems, which have no intention for multi-targeting the system for various unpredicta-

ble contexts [46; 49]. To add, they were mainly focused in designing the system’s user 

interface and how most essential features will be included to the system’s design simi-

larly to this case study. 

 

These models include defining the domain of the system (concept and tasks) and con-

text of use (user, platform and environment). According to these definitions the abstract 

interface will be constructed, which is used for designing the concrete user interfaces. 

Lastly, the interaction with these two systems will be presented from user’s point of 

view and how it was implemented from the technical point of view. 

6.1 Physiotherapist’s application 

The physiotherapist’s application was originally planned to be purely desktop-based 

application, which enables the physiotherapists to create the training schedules and 

communicate with the patients. High-fidelity prototype of the system was implemented 

to gain feedback from physiotherapists in user studies, to examine detailed information 

of their opinions of the system and its features. The high-fidelity was implemented ac-

cording to the presented original concept. Additionally to the desktop-application, low-

fidelity prototype of the mobile application was implemented to support user’s needs for 

Windows Phone 8. 
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6.1.1 User study 

User studies were conducted for two physiotherapists for insight of their daily tasks, 

relation to patients and preferences. The structure of the user studies is clarified in Ap-

pendix A. The interview included questions about the participant’s background and their 

experience in physiotherapy. It also included specific questions of their work habits, 

systems they currently use and about their interaction with patients. After the interview 

they were asked to finish tasks with an early version of the system. The prototype and 

its content was developed and created according to the original concept of the system. 

During the tasks they were asked to explain what they were perceiving and trying to do, 

and after the tasks they were asked for their opinions and suggestions. 

 

The test users were 30 and 36 year old male physiotherapists with bachelor’s degree in 

physiotherapy, with work experience of 4 and 12 years from the physiotherapy. Their 

work habits did not differentiate highly from each other. Neither of the participants did 

spend high amount of time using computers in their free time, approximately 2 hours 

weekly. Additionally, their work-related usage was also low, approximately 8 hours 

weekly. This includes creating training schedules for the patients, maintaining patient 

information and answering to emails. They used different system for each given task. 

 

Their interaction with the patient is mainly personally in the office, but scheduling 

meetings is via email or phone. The participants told that they have approximately one 

meeting per week with the patient, but it is highly dependent from the patient and pa-

tient’s needs. Some of the patients require assistance or physical operations by the train-

er, which results in more meetings. The meetings are usually one hour, and both of the 

participants used electronic systems whilst the patients are in the office for writing 

down essential patient related information. 

 

The participants then create the training schedule according to the information by using 

electronic system, from which the schedule is printed or emailed to the patients. The 

patients do not usually participate in creating the training schedule, but it is often modi-

fied according to the patient feedback in the upcoming meetings. 

 

The tasks for the participants included nine individual tasks. These tasks were designed 

to test individual essential features of the system and to observe how efficient and usa-

ble the system is. The tasks were ordered in a logical order to pilot a basic use case of 

the system, which included: adding a new patient to the system, creating and modifying 

a training program step by step, sending a message and accessing the patient’s perfor-

mance. 

 

Observed problems in finishing the tasks:  
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 One user did not found easily the add exercise button to the training schedule. 

Instead the user tried to double click dates from the calendar. The view includes 

high amount of options for the users, which might lead to high cognitive load for 

the user. Additionally no icons were used in the options.  

 Both of the users struggled with adding another exercise to created training pro-

gram at a specific time. Instead, they created another program at the same time 

and added the exercise to the created program occurring at the same time. From 

the physiotherapist’s point of view it does not differentiate highly.  

 

Observed problems in general: 

 The lack of notifications when the system was loading or sending data to data-

base. 

 Adding an exercise schedule was found inefficient. This was because, according 

to the participants the requirement of setting program related information for 

each exercise. These include the date, time, weights and repeats of the exercise. 

 

Rest of the tasks did not cause problems and were finished with ease, which include 

interacting with the patient, monitoring the patient progress, modifying created training 

schedule and managing patients. Additionally to the observed tasks, the participants 

mentioned the benefits of their current system and their preference to it due to their ex-

perience in using it. 

 

Excluding malfunctions and problems within the system, the physiotherapists suggested 

two features, which would be essential for the system to be efficient and beneficial for 

the physiotherapists. Firstly, they should be provided an option for adding additional 

instructions for created individual tasks. Additionally the instruction specific variables, 

including weight, repeats and series, should not be limited to numeric values. This was 

due to the nature of the exercises, as these instructing variables are in many cases de-

scribed in a way which cannot be informed with numbers, e.g. “do as many as you can”. 

 

Another major feature suggested was adding their own instructions for exercises, or at 

least modification the existing exercises. These include adding pictures and writing the 

instructions, or videos.  

6.1.2 Cross-platform configuration 

The system is designed for desktop environments and mobile devices. The roles of these 

devices are complementary. The service delivery for the physiotherapists system is mul-

tichanneled. Both of the devise access the data and content, but some of the system’s 

features are extracted from the mobile device. This configuration was selected, to opti-

mize the usage of the system and optimizing the usage for each device. Due to the de-
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vice organization, each platform is using its functionalities and capabilities in a best way 

suited. 

 

The desktop environment includes all the functionalities for the system usage. This in-

cludes accessing patient information and interacting with the patients, also more com-

plex and demanding tasks including creating patient specific training schedules and 

modifying them. As the real estate for the desktop environments is significantly higher 

than for mobile devices, the functionalities available for the mobile devices are not ex-

cluded from the desktop environment. Additionally, the usage of the system’s features 

will not be limited to specific features, if the user does not have these two types of de-

vices available. 

  

The mobile devices have the most suited features included to their systems; interacting 

with the patients and viewing their progress in real-time. Additionally, the mobile de-

vices provide the possibility of notifications for the users, whenever they are carrying 

their mobile phones. The interviewed physiotherapists estimated that they use comput-

ers in their work approximately 8 hours of total weekly, thus unless they modify their 

work-habits, they would not perceive possible notifications most of the time without the 

mobile notifications. Thus, the physiotherapists would receive notifications of messages 

without having to be near computer or having the desktop version open at all times. 

 

These described features are also easily accessible and usable with a mobile device. 

Especially considering if the physiotherapist has over 10 patients, the mobile device 

scales to the amount well with these limited features. In contrary if the functionalities 

would be increased for the mobile device, the usability would inevitably decrease.  

 

In conclusion, the desktop version is the primary for using the system, and the mobile 

device being the tool for accessing information quickly and for interaction with the pa-

tients. The desktop version can be employed on modern Linux and modern Microsoft 

Windows operating systems (Windows XP and later). These versions share the same 

functionality and content. As the mobile system is limited to the designed native appli-

cations, which is only limited to Windows Phone with described high-fi prototype. 

6.1.3 Ontological models 

The ontological models are meta-models for identifying the system characteristics for 

the given problem. They are independent of any specific platform or its limitations. The 

ontological model includes domain, context and adaption models.  

 

Domain models describe the concept of the system and user tasks. The top-level concept 

of the FysiSystem Trainer is to: 

 Create patient-specific programs by using the content of the system 
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 Monitor the patient’s performance following the training program 

 Interact with the patient by using the system 

 

From the simplified concept, the tasks within the system are presented in use case -

diagram (Figure 21; 22). Meta task-models for single use cases are presented in Appen-

dix B. The final use case diagram differentiates from the original concepts with single 

use case (creating new exercise instructions). Otherwise, the made changes to the proto-

type did not have an impact on task models. 
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Figure 21: Desktop, Use Case Diagram 
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Figure 22: Mobile, Use Case Diagram 
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The context of use includes the user, platform and environment. The user and user’s 

environment are related to the concepts and task models, which were studied in the pre-

sented user studies. These are taken in account in the task models.  

 

The system is designed for desktop and mobile platforms. The desktop-platform solu-

tion does not differentiate from operating system to another in visual design or in the 

provided features. The visual design of the mobile environment varies from platform to 

another due to the suggested design guidelines by mobile device manufacturers. The 

functional design is similar from platform to another with some variations within the 

mobile devices. 

6.1.4 Abstract interface 

Abstract interface was formed according to the given concepts and task models. Addi-

tionally it presents the abstraction of the interface including the presentation of the func-

tionalities and content, and the interaction with the system. Wireframes are used to de-

fine the abstract interface, which is used to create the implementation of the interface. 

 

The wireframes of abstract main view of the system for desktop is presented in Figure 

23 and for mobile devices in Figure 24. 
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Figure 23: FysiSystem, Desktop 
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Figure 24: FysiSystem, Mobile 

 

More detailed abstract interfaces for all functions are included in Appendix D and E. 

The mobile system design was done by using similar concepts as were used in the desk-

top abstract interface. Though, the designs of the tasks and navigations are not identical, 

due to the nature of mobile operating systems. The design for mobile device is designed 

to use the benefits of mobile devices, and concepts from the desktop solution were not 

forced if they were not suited for mobile device. 

6.1.5 Concrete interface 

The redesign of the system was done according to the abstract interface and ontological 

models. The concrete user interface is presented below for desktop environment (Figure 

25). More specific interface images of all use cases are presented in Appendix G. The 

implemented prototype of the desktop application is designed and accessible for desktop 

and laptop computers, and its usage is most suited for it. 
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Figure 25: FysiSystem, Desktop version 

 

The concrete user interface for mobile devices is presented below (Figure 26). More 

specific interface images of all use cases are presented in Appendix G. In contrary for 

the desktop design, the mobile device system is available in most of the possible con-

texts. It has high level of accessibility and efficiency for its specific tasks and addition-

ally it provides notifications from interaction with the patients, which enables the user to 

receive information in typical work-environment when the user is not using the desktop 

system. 

 

  
Figure 26: FysiSystem, Mobile version 

 

6.1.6 Implementation 

The desktop system was implemented with Qt Creator according to presented abstract 

interface and providing the necessary features. The mobile application was implemented 
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with Microsoft Visual Express 2012 by using vast amount of provided Windows Phone 

8 frameworks. For the mobile application code from the patient’s implemented was re-

used and modified to fit the purpose. This was possible due to similar tasks, for which 

the implementation was the same with minor modifications. 

6.2 Patient’s application 

6.2.1 Cross-platform configuration 

The patient’s version of the system is specifically designed for mobile devices. The pro-

totype was implemented for Windows Phone (high-fidelity) and Android (low-fidelity) 

operating system. But as their potential usage for the system does not differentiate high-

ly, the cross-platform organization is designed identically for each device with no func-

tional distribution. However, the system and its user-specific content is usable with var-

ious mobile devices at the same time and with differing operating systems, i.e. the sys-

tem services are crossmedia systems. 

 

6.2.2 Ontological models 

The ontological models are meta-models for identifying the system characteristics for 

the given problem. They are independent of any domain or interactive system. The on-

tological model includes domain, context and adaption models.  

 

Domain models describe the concept of the system and user tasks. Top-level concept of 

the FysiApp is to: 

 Access training schedule and information of exercises 

 Monitor performance 

 Interact with the physiotherapist by using the application 

 

As one of the main-goals of the system is to motivate the patient, the design and tasks 

are heavily affected by the system requirements presented earlier. Some of the tasks, 

e.g. monitoring performance, are due to the introduced system requirements. The tasks 

within the system are presented in use case -diagram (Figure 27): 
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Figure 27: FysiApp, Use Case Diagram 

 

The context of use includes the user, platform and environment. The user and user’s 

environment are related to the concepts and task models, which were studied in the pre-

sented user studies. These are taken in account in the task models. All specific use cases 

are specified in Appendix C. 

 

The system is designed for mobile platforms. The mobile environments visual design 

varies from platform to another. The functional design is similar from platform to an-

other with some variations.  

 

6.2.3 Abstract interface 

Abstract interface was formed according to the given concepts and task models. 

Wireframes are used to define the abstract interface, which was used to create the im-

plementation of the interface. Additionally, the abstract interface includes the given 

non-functional and functional requirements developed from the persuasive methods 

chosen for the system design. According to the abstract interface, the concrete interface 

is formed, which is environment and platform dependent. 

 

Similarly to task model, the abstract interface does not highly concentrate in the content 

of the features. Thus, the listed non-functional or functional requirements for persuasive 

effect are not particularly addressed in the abstract interfaces. However, positive user 

experience is a key-factor in persuasive systems. The wireframes’ design must fulfill the 
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basic principles of user interface design and be intuitive for the users, so the actual con-

tent of the system features and information is perceived by the users in positive manner. 
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Figure 28: FysiApp, the main view 

 

Main and the opening view of the system is presented in Figure 28. The detailed 

wireframes of all views of the system are available in Appendix F. 

6.2.4 Concrete interface 

The concrete interface of the implemented prototypes will be presented below in figures 

29 and 30. All views are presented in Appendix H. The Windows Phone 8 prototype has 

high functionality and supports the described features, whereas the Android is low-

fidelity prototype, with some of the features supported.  

 

   
Figure 29: Mainview of the Windows Phone 8 prototype 
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Figure 30: Main view of the Android prototype 

 

Icons’ fundamental design was the same for both of the prototypes. The icons had final 

design modifications, so they would fit to the overall scheme of the applications and fit 

to operating system’s design guidelines. Panorama view (Windows Phone) and Active 

tabs (Android) give the  possibility of fulfilling the design of the abstract interface, as 

they do not offer identical views for providing vast amount of features and information 

in one view. However, the design of the system has similar navigation model for both of 

these approaches because of this made selection.  

 

The other views of the system follow similar concept, or they are just limited to one 

page. Only major difference is in the application bar used in Android application. The 

application bar provides information of possible navigations back and additional menu, 

which is used in this case for providing the information of the application. 

 

6.2.5 Implementation 

The Windows Phone 8 application was implemented with Microsoft Visual Express 

2012 by using vast amount of provided Windows Phone 8 frameworks. The Android 

application was implemented with Eclipse development environment, extended with 

plug-in Android API libraries and developer tools from Android SDK. As the used da-

tabase-storage was Windows Azure, additional libraries were used for the Android im-

plementation for the connectivity. 

 

On the abstract level, the program was developed by using model-view approach, which 

was usable in similar structure for both of these prototypes. As the views and models 

had similar designs, the classes implemented for the models and additional feature-

classes had almost identical definition, excluding the language specific syntax required 

for C# and Java. 
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6.3 System connectivity 

6.3.1 Technical approach 

The runtime infrastructure is divided from the implemented systems and Windows Az-

ure cloud storage. Accessing the data within the data storage is implemented by using 

simple SQL connectivity. Windows Azure offers especial method for mobile devices 

called MobileServices, which is used for Windows Phone devices. Similar approach 

would be possible for Android, by using the available libraries for accessing the Mi-

crosoft Azure backend cloud service [65]. However, the connectivity was not fully sup-

ported with this Android low-fidelity prototype, so the exact implementation will not be 

clarified in this chapter. For the desktop system simple SQL methods are used for ac-

cessing the data. [66] 

 

Windows Phone applications for the patients and physiotherapists use asynchronous 

operations for staying up to date when the user navigates within the application or uses 

its functions, e.g. sends a message. In result of this, the users have the most recent in-

formation at all times when using the system with their mobile devices.  

 

When the user navigates from the application, the application will be in dormant-state. 

Because of this, the application’s threads will be stopped, but can be quickly reactivated 

from previous state. If the user closes the application or the user have too many applica-

tions running at the same time, the operating system sets the application to tombstone-

state. In this scenario, the user cannot reactivate the system to previous state. However, 

after the launch, the user accesses identical data compared to dormant-state. [66] 

 

For the desktop-application the data access is limited. This is due to the fact that during 

the implementation of the prototype and testing the prototype, there were performance-

related issues, which caused the application pause or operate slowly when the database-

access was used. Additionally, it is not crucial for the desktop-application to stay up to 

date to the progress individual patients in real-time. Thus, the system updates the pa-

tients’ performance only when the system is launched. However, the messages update 

has been prioritized. Received messages will be updated within the system frequently, 

and whenever the user is using inbox-feature of the system. 

 

6.3.2 Interaction 

The interaction within the system with patients and physiotherapist is enabled by using 

the technical solution described. The interaction for patients and physiotherapists will be 

described individually for each other in this chapter.  
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The physiotherapists have the option of interacting with all their created patients by 

using their preferred platform. Additionally to sending and receiving messages from the 

patients, the physiotherapists have several features for adjusting the patient’s system. 

The physiotherapists can access and monitor the progress of their patients and modify 

the training program in real time for their patients according to patients’ preferences. 

The made changes will be available for the patient after the modifications. As the phys-

iotherapist can access the full information of the patients, they can divide the patients 

into groups, which is recognized to be beneficial for increasing motivation. 

 

The patients can directly interact with their personal physiotherapist and request chang-

es for their training program, reserve meetings or ask for assistance via the application. 

The patients have the freedom of choosing whether they choose to join the groups creat-

ed by their physiotherapist. If they choose to use the group support feature, they will be 

anonymous by using selected username within the system. The group support does not 

provide any personal information of the other group members, their disability or their 

training program. Instead, the members of each group will be ranked according how 

well they follow their personal training schedule by numeric information of their past 

exercises and success percent of finishing given exercises. 
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7 EVALUATION OF FYSISYSTEM 

This chapter will present the desired behavioral changes of the system, which would be 

required to study, before developing the system further. The experienced persuasion 

would be essential to study comprehensively from the ethical point of view, as the expe-

rienced persuasion cannot be predicted [10]. Additionally, studying how well the expe-

rienced behavioral changes correspond the desired behavioral changes would be suited. 

This chapter also includes the limitations of the implemented prototype. This includes 

comparison to desired system characteristics and technical limitations of the prototype.  

7.1 Persuasive evaluation 

7.1.1 Outcome/Change Matrix 

Table 4: O/C Matrix for FysiSystem [26, p. 2] 

 Act of complying A behavior change Attitude Change 

Formation Takes the system in 

use. 

Studying given exer-

cise instructions and 

exercising. 

Acknowledging the 

benefits of physio-

therapy. 

Alteration Accepts the used sys-

tem and given instruc-

tions from the physio-

therapists. 

Finishing scheduled 

exercises available 

from the system. 

Increasing interest 

in physical health 

and ways in im-

proving it.  

Reinforcement Shows initiate in the 

process, e.g. interacts 

with the physiothera-

pist with the system. 

Does not require su-

pervision for follow-

ing training schedule. 

High interest in 

staying in good 

physical length and 

additional exercis-

ing. 

 

 

The act of complying includes accepting the technology. According to presented theo-

ries, some users have difficulty in accepting new technology, especially when it might 

be seen out of place. Additionally, if the user decides to take the system in use and uses 

it in daily life, it shows interest in overall for the wanted behavioral change. Once the 

user has taken the system in use, the last act of complying is that the user shows initiate 

towards the physiotherapist.  
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The formation and alteration of behavioral change is divided into two steps. Firstly the 

user is interested in give training schedule and studies it. Next, the user starts actually 

finishing the given exercises. Attitude change formation and alteration are from broader 

aspect. They take in account users’ attitude to overall health related issues, which are 

essential for the person to stay in good physical fit and to not be disabled from the 

work-life. However, these attitude changes cannot be guaranteed and they are very sub-

jective to each person. 

 

The behavioral and attitude reinforcement outcomes have some prerequisites from the 

actual physiotherapy. In order the reinforcement to be successful, it is likely to predict 

that the user should perceive results from the training.  

 

Measuring the persuasiveness of the system and how these goals have been reached 

would not be possible with the implemented prototype of the system. The users (physio-

therapists or patients) might not accept the technology in first place, which would result 

in the failure of the actual study. Additionally, the actual measurement of each individu-

al goal would demand extensive study in the specific area and knowledge of physiother-

apy in general. 

7.1.2 Fulfilment of the persuasive principles 

This chapter is focused how the introduced persuasive principles were reached and in 

what level in the implemented prototypes. The characteristics are evaluated under the 

principles they belong according to the PSD model introduced [26]. The system design 

is presented in Appendixes G and H. 

 

Primary Task Support: 

 Reduction: The implemented prototype provides their specific schedule in real-

time updated with their specific instructions to their exercises. 

 Tunneling: The implemented prototype guiding to the target behavior is limited. 

This is due to the implementation of the notifications was not flawless, thus the 

users might not be following or acknowledging their current schedule. 

 Tailoring: The implemented prototype does provide the group-specific infor-

mation and their tailored training schedule. 

 Personalization: The implemented prototype does provide the personalized con-

tent for their users. However, the system does not allow the users to customize 

the user interface or the features according to their preferences. 

 Self-monitoring: The implemented prototype does provide statistics and infor-

mation of their performance and future schedule. 

 Rehearsal: The implemented prototype does provide the instructions for wanted 

behavior. 
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Dialogue: 

 Praise: The implemented prototype does offer user feedback according to the us-

er’s performance within the system. However, the feedback is quite limited, and 

might not reach the full potential which praise might offer. 

 Reminders: The implemented prototype does not provide notifications for timed 

events. 

 Liking: The implemented prototype’s visual look is subjective, and cannot be 

evaluated at this point. 

 

System Credibility: 

 Trustworthiness: The implemented prototype’s information is limited to statis-

tics of the user’s performance, and the content is created by physiotherapist stu-

dent. Thus, it could be described as trustworthy and unbiased. 

 Expertise: The implemented prototype’s content is created by physiotherapist 

student. Thus, the information is designed with especial knowledge. 

 Surface credibility: The implemented prototype’s visual look is subjective, and 

cannot be evaluated at this point. 

 Real-world feel: The implemented prototype’s provides information of the crea-

tors of the content and system  

 

Social support 

 Social learning: The implemented prototype’s does provide means for observing 

other user’s progress. 

 Social comparison: The implemented prototype’s does provide means for ob-

serving other user’s progress and comparing own performance to theirs. 

 Social facilitation: The implemented prototype’s does provide means for observ-

ing other user’s progress. 

 Normative influence: The implemented prototype’s does provide the option for 

creating groups according to their goals and interests. 

7.2 Limitations of the system 

This chapter introduced the most crucial limitations of the created prototype of the sys-

tem. Originally, it was defined that it would be essential for the system to provide noti-

fications. However, the implementation of the system does not provide notifications for 

the users mobile applications. 

 

Other major limitation was the request from the physiotherapists in the user study that 

they should be able to add their own instructions. The implementation of the described 

feature would have demanded high volumes of modifications to the database and to the 

patient’s mobile application. Additionally, the implementation of the system had more 
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crucial issues, which were prioritized over this particular feature, e.g. flawless asyn-

chronous updating. 

The patient’s system is purely based on theoretical background, so the persuasion of the 

mobile system is currently undefined. Thus, it would be unethical to use the system for 

commercial purposes before comprehensive analysis of the system [10]. The user expe-

rience of the system is also unclear, as pragmatic values of the user experience are per-

ceived and experienced by the users. Consequently, as the user experience is a major 

factor in persuasion, it would be essential to study and improve user experience related 

issues as well [34]. 
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8 CONCLUSIONS 

8.1 Summary 

In this thesis, we introduced theoretical background of persuasive technology and cross-

platform design. We adapted some of the introduced frameworks for designing persua-

sive and cross-platform systems in a case study. The concept of the system for the case 

study was predefined, and the goal of the case study was to implement a high-fidelity 

prototype of the system. 

 

The adaption was done in two phases. First, we defined the system characteristics by 

using a PSD model originally introduced by Oinas-Kukkonen [26]. Furthermore, in the 

definition of the characteristics, the results of publications studying persuasive systems 

were considered in the definition of the used persuasive methods [29; 40]. We aimed to 

reach the desired system characteristics by defining non-functional and functional re-

quirements. The system requirements led to individual features and user experience re-

lated themes for the implementation of the prototype  

 

As the system consisted of several components and user groups, a cross-platform design 

framework was utilized for the implementation of the system. The selected approach 

was a Model-Driven Development loosely based on the Cameleon Reference Frame-

work for the implementation. The user experience initial framework for cross-platform 

design by Wäljas et al. [38] was considered in the design process to tackle cross-

platform related problems. 

  

Lastly, the implemented prototype was presented and discussed. These included the 

definition of what would be the desired persuasive effects of the system and how these 

could be studied. Additionally, the limitations of the system were clarified. This includ-

ed comparison to the predefined persuasive characteristics: how they were implemented 

and what of the characteristics were not included in the prototype. However, the evalua-

tion of cross-platform user experience or the persuasive effect was not possible, because 

they are based on how the users perceive and experience the system, as user studies for 

the mobile application were not conducted. 

8.2 Discussion 

The used frameworks proved to be an effective asset in developing the case study. The 

persuasive framework for designing the system provided the desired characteristics and 
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reasoning for the included system characteristics. Other beneficial factors included sim-

plifying the design process of the system. Even though the benefits of using the PSD 

model are significant and reduce the resources required for designing the features of the 

system, following it explicitly would not be effective for implementing a prototype.  

 

Some of the features included in the PSD model adaption would have demanded signif-

icantly higher effort to fulfill, compared to a simplified version of the system. This also 

can be seen from the developed prototype, as some of the most essential features ac-

cording to the analysis were excluded due to their problematic implementation. One of 

these is notifications, which would have been utilized for received messages and timed 

events, i.e. scheduled exercise. Additionally, the feedback for the patients was limited to 

occur according to statistics and their design should be more personalized to fulfill the 

transtheoretical model’s potential for persuasion. 

 

The used Model-Driven Development (MDD) proved to be an effective tool for design-

ing the system. The introduced cross-platform user experience framework was used to 

divide the functionality logically for components, which eased to design process of the 

system [38]. The first steps of the MDD were found clarifying in designing the overall 

structure for both of the system components (Patient’s and Physiotherapist’s system). 

For the physiotherapist’s system MDD proved to be well suited for designing the sys-

tem for two significantly differing platforms.  

 

Even though the Android and Windows Phone design principles have significant differ-

ences, the created Abstract Interface suited both of the mobile operating systems. The 

Abstract Interface design was purposefully created to support both their potential and 

available navigation models. However, it could be said that under the visual components 

they have a vast amount of similar concepts used in their operating system design, i.e. in 

the wireframe of the user interface. 

 

Another essential aspect of mobile devices’ implementation was the similarity of their 

code structure. As the user interface and features were implemented according to the 

same designed Abstract Interface and User Task Model, their implementation in used 

class structure and models were almost identical, excluding the difference in syntax for 

Java and C#, and used adapters for setting the views. A major reason for this is that both 

of the development environments enable the developers to use a similar model-view 

approach for the implementation. However, the benefits of MDD for implementing na-

tive code without generation was not emphasized or studied in the used publications in 

this thesis. 

 

Including users in the development process of persuasive system was identified as one 

of the most essential elements for designing persuasive systems. The user’s reaction 

towards the system or their behavioral change cannot be determined purely using a the-
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oretical background. Thus, user studies of the fundamental concept, i.e. interactive 

physiotherapeutic system, would be beneficial, before implementing the system to its 

final form. User studies were not done in this thesis, due to limited resources and as the 

originally arranged physiotherapist clinic did not find potential patients willing to par-

ticipate in the user study in reasonable time. One of the reasons for this was the high-fi 

prototype was only available for Windows Phone 8. Studying the persuasion would not 

have been possible without limiting the user group to physiotherapy patients, as the ex-

perienced physiotherapy was defined to be an essential factor in desired behavioral 

change.  
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APPENDIX A: USER STUDY STRUCTURE (PHYSIOTHERAPIST) 
 

The user study was done in finnish according to presented structure. 

 

Interview: Part 1 

1. Age 

2. Education 

3. Profession 

4. How long have you worked as a physiotherapist 

5. Do you meet all new patients personally? 

6. Does the patient provide their medical information before first meeting? 

7. How often do you have meetings with patients? 

8. How long does a single meeting approximately last? 

9. How do you gather notes in patient meetings? With pen or with electroni de-

vice? 

10. How do you create a training program for a new customer? 

11. Do you plan training program before the first meeting? 

12. Does the patient participate in the creating process of training program? 

13. In what form the patient receives the training program? Via email, as a print? 

14. How do you try to motivate patients to follow their training program? 

15. Do you use any system for managing the patient information? 

16. Do you use any system for following patient’s progress and for what purposes? 

17. Do you use any system for creating training program? What, and for what pur-

poses? 

 

Tasks: 

1.  Create a new patient to the system 

2. Create following training program for created patient: 

a. Predefined 2 exercises, series, weights and repeats 

b. Program is repeated every day for a week at 9.00 

3. Modify the created training program’s Monday’s and Tuesday’s weight to 4 kg. 

4. Add new exercise to the training program 

5. Add another exercise to be repeated every day 

6. Send a message to the created patient 

7. Send created training program to the patient 

8. Search the patient’s next week’s Wednesday’s schedule 

9. Verify if the patient has finished any exercises 

 

Interview: Part 2 

1. Would you prefer creating training program patterns to be copied for various pa-

tients? 
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2. Do you think it would be nesessary to modify the exercise instruction’s images 

or current information? 

3. Do you think it would be nesessary to copy and paste the whole training pro-

gram from one to another. 

4. What did you think about naming training program items? 

5. Is system for just desktop environment enough for your needs? 

6. Would you think additional system for mobile devices would be useful for inter-

acting with the patients? 

7. Would you like to modify the system’s current method for creating training pro-

grams? 

8. What would you change from the current prototype? 

9. What was poorly implemented in the prototype? 

10. What was well implemented in the prototype? 
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APPENDIX B: SYSTEM USE CASE DIAGRAMS (PHYSIOTHERA-
PIST) 
 

The detailed use case diagrams for physiotherapist will be presented this appendix. 
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Figure B. 1: Add new patient to the system 
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Figure B. 2: Interact with patient 
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Figure B. 3: Sending training program to a patient 
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Figure B. 4: Modify training program 
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Figure B. 5: Monitor patient's progress 
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Figure B. 6: Create training program 
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Figure B. 7: Create groups for patients 
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APPENDIX C: SYSTEM USE CASE DIAGRAMS (PATIENT) 
 

The detailed use case diagrams for patient will be presented this appendix. 
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Figure C. 1: Access personal training program 
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Figure C. 2: Monitor performance 
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Figure C. 3: Access calendar 
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Figure C. 4: Complete exercise 
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Figure C. 5: Interact with physiotherapist 
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Figure C. 6: Select specific exercise 
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APPENDIX D: DETAILED DESKTOP USER INTERFACE 
WIREFRAMES (PHYSIOTHERAPIST) 
 

Detailed wireframes from all desktop applications views will be presented in this chap-

ter. 
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Figure D. 1: Search 
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Figure D. 2: Exercise Info 
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Figure D. 3: Add exercise to training program 
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Figure D. 4: Patient's info 
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Figure D. 5: Patient's training program 
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Figure D. 6: Modify patient's training program 
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Figure D. 7: Interaction with selected patient 
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Figure D. 8: Add new patient 
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Figure D. 9: Add new group 
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Figure D. 10: Group interaction 
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APPENDIX E: DETAILED MOBILE USER INTERFACE 
WIREFRAMES (PHYSIOTHERAPIST) 
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Figure E. 1: Login (Left) and Main View (Right) 
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Figure E. 2: Patient info 
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Figure E. 3: Selection of the date on calendar (Left) and patient’s schedule on specific date (Right) 
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Figure E. 4: Selection of the date on calendar (Left) and personal schedule on specific date (Right) 
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Figure E. 5: Settings (Left) and Group info (Right) 
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APPENDIX F: DETAILED USER INTERFACE WIREFRAMES (PA-
TIENT) 
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Figure F. 1: Login (Left) and Main View (Right) 
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Figure F. 2: Selected exercise info (Left) and Instructions (Right) 
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Figure F. 3: Inbox (Left) and Calendar (In the middle and on the right) 
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Figure F. 4: Performance 
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Figure F. 5: Settings (Left) and Instructions 
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APPENDIX G: DETAILED USER INTERFACE PICTURES (PHYS-
IOTERAPIST) 
 

 
Figure G. 1: Patient info 

 

 
Figure G. 2: Patient's training program 
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Figure G. 3: Modify patient's training program 

 

 
Figure G. 4:Interaction with a patient 
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Figure G. 5: Search exercise 

 

 
Figure G. 6: Exercise information 
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Figure G. 7: Add exercise to patient's training program 

 

 
Figure G. 8: Add new patient 
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Figure G. 9: Add new group 

 

Detailed images of the Windows Phone application are presented below. They are either 

panorama, pivot or single page views. These images were taken from screen captures of 

the implemented prototype with Nokia Lumia 720. The physiotherapist’s mobile appli-

cations functionality was limited and all of the functionalities were not implemented. 

 

 

  
Figure G. 10: Main panorama 
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Figure G. 11: Group information, panorama 

  

   
Figure G. 12: Individual patient panorama (Left) and Settings (Right) 
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APPENDIX H: DETAILED USER INTERFACE PICTURES (PATIENT) 
 

Detailed images of the Windows Phone application are presented below. They are either 

panorama, pivot or single page views. These images were taken from screen captures of 

the implemented prototype with Nokia Lumia 720. 

 

   
Figure H. 1: Main panorama 

 

   
Figure H. 2: Completing exercise, panorama 
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Figure H. 3: Exercise instructions, panorama 

 

  
Figure H. 4: Inbox (Left) and Notification (Right), single page view 

  

   
Figure H. 5: Own performance (Left) and Group performance (In the middle and on the right), 

panorama 
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Figure H. 6: Calendar (Left), Settings (Middle) and Login (Right) 

 

Detailed images of the Android application are presented below. These images are from 

low-fi prototype with exercise information and performance support pages missing. 

These images were taken from screen captures of Eclipse’s emulator for Nexus S with 

screen resolution of 480 x 800 pixels. 

 

   
Figure H. 7: Main view 
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Figure H. 8: Completing exercise 

 

   
Figure H. 9: Settings (Left), Inbox (Middle) and Calendar (Right) 

 


